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Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Committee

Inquiry into Tourism

Memorandum by British Airways Plc

1.  Introduction

The Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Committee of the Scottish Parliament wishes to
consider the levels and effectiveness of Government support for tourism.   British
Airways welcomes the opportunity to contribute to the inquiry.

Since early 2001, tourism in Scotland and throughout the United Kingdom has suffered
from events not of its making.  The international scheduled airline sector has
experienced similar problems as a result of Foot and Mouth disease, the faltering global
economy and the terrorist attacks of 11 September.  Government has a role to play in
assisting with the recovery of both the tourism and aviation sectors and we are pleased
to work with it to achieve success.

2.  British Airways in Scotland

British Airways operates the most extensive and comprehensive service of any airline
between Scotland and London and major and local airports throughout the UK.  It
operates more than 330 flights to, from and within Scotland each weekday, and carries
more than 4 million passengers on these annually.  This total includes 100 flights
between Aberdeen, Edinburgh, Glasgow and Inverness and London and more than 260
cross-border services between Scotland and the rest of the UK.

Approximately one-third of the 4 million passengers carried on its Scottish routes
originate from or travels to European/long-haul destinations.  Worldwide, British
Airways operates 1,400 flights to 200 destinations every day and in 2001 carried 44
million passengers on its network, with more than 31 million on international flights.

British Airways CitiExpress, the airline’s wholly-owned regional subsidiary, operates
six non-stop daily flights between Edinburgh and Paris. It also offers direct flights from
Scotland to Barcelona, Brussels, Dusseldorf, Frankfurt, Hanover, Jersey, Madrid,
Milan, Munich, Paris and Rome through Manchester and Birmingham.

British Airways employs 1,600 people throughout Scotland, in customer services,
engineering, cabin services, call centres, cargo, sales and travel shops. This figure has
doubled since 1990 and generates in the region of £30 million annually for the Scottish
economy. In addition, the airline’s has almost 600 suppliers in Scotland and spends £71
million a year with them.

The company also has a significant impact on the Scottish hotel industry, using some
30,000-bed nights throughout Scotland for flight and cabin crew each year which earns
the industry £1.5 million.

British Airways remains committed to providing a comprehensive network of services to
and within Scotland. With subsidiary and franchise partners, British Airways operates
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to 20 airports in Scotland, from those serving the major conurbations to local airports in
the Highlands and Islands.

Of more than 30 airlines that have operated intra-Scottish routes since 1945, only two
continue to operate – Loganair and British Airways.  Through the franchise agreement
which now exists between the two carriers, links to the smaller and more remote parts
of the country are offered and promoted world-wide on the British Airways reservations
systems and website.

3.  Tourism and Air Travel

Tourism makes a valuable and increasing contribution to the Scottish and UK
economies.  Overseas visitors to the UK spend more than £11 billion in the UK, and two
thirds of these arrive by air.  Of these, 55% travel from outside the European Union.

Visitors arriving by air spend more on average during their stay in Britain than those
arriving by sea or via the Channel Tunnel.  They are responsible for around 80% of total
foreign tourist spending, for example on hotels, restaurants, sight-seeing and
recreational activities.  It is estimated that overseas visitors arriving by air support
200,000 jobs in the tourism industry (in addition to the jobs generated by their demand
for air services) and contribute £1.5 billion directly to the UK Exchequer in taxes.  (We
are not aware of the breakdown for Scotland.)

4.   Impact of 11 September and Foot and Mouth Disease

4.1  Impact
In the last fourteen months, the overall impact on British Airways of the terrorist
attacks in the United States has been an average drop in premium traffic of 15.7% and
in non-premium traffic of 11.4%.  More specifically, since April 2001, a combination of
the impact of Foot and Mouth, and 11 September has seen a drop in inbound traffic of
over 10%.  The strength of the pound and the overseas perception that Britain is not
“value for money” (especially London) has also impacted negatively on the inbound
business.  In particular, travel from Asia Pacific, especially Japan, is down over 14%.

4.2  British Airways’ Response
The airline has taken tough and decisive action to ensure the business survives and
returns to profitability as soon as possible.  Its Future Size and Shape programme,
announced in February 2002, is a package of measures designed to reduce costs and
address the industry downturn, and included route cuts, 13,000 job losses and
streamlining of the aircraft fleet.  In addition, British Airways recently restructured its
domestic and European fares, resulting in significantly cheaper prices for travel to and
from all regions of the UK and from Europe.

At the same time, British Airways has implemented a wide range of additional security
measures, at an estimated cost of £100 million. These include extra passenger and hand
baggage searches at departure gates, on top of the 100 per cent baggage screening and
passenger searches already in place prior to 11 September.

5.   Future Initiatives and Outlook

There was an urgent need to stimulate business.  It was recognised that leisure
travellers have begun to book their holidays later than previously was the case.  British
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Airways therefore increased sales and marketing activity around the world in March,
April and May aimed at attracting the summer traffic.  In conjunction with proactive
PR and marketing campaigns, sales activity and electronic media were widely used to
encourage travel to the UK.

The airline is also working closely with tourism organisations to attract overseas
tourists.  It has supported the BTA’s “ UKOK “ launches in key markets, with dedicated
teams working alongside the BTA to launch the campaign in London and New York, as
well as joint BTA and British Airways offers available in other markets.  A hotlink was
created between the BTA and British Airways websites to facilitate easier access to
destination information and flight offers.

Additionally, the airline supports the BTA’s Million Visitor Campaign, begun in June
and running until the end of the year.  It has invested £1 million in the campaign, the
aim of which is to attract an additional million visitors to the UK in 2002, as part of a
UK Government private-public funding formula.

6.   The Role of Government

British Airways welcomes the practical support which the Government has given to
aviation and tourism since September 2001.  The attacks in New York last year affected
the tourism industry world-wide but Scotland and Britain were already suffering from
Foot and Mouth disease, estimated to cost the tourism industry £2 billion.

However, prior to this, the UK already had image problems - it is viewed as expensive,
and more importantly as poor value for money, with inadequate service levels.  This is
the perception of UK residents as well as overseas visitors.

British Airways would like to see private-public funding activity, similar to the
Millennium Visitor Campaign, in future years to help raise the profile of Britain
abroad.  It believes that all partner promotional activity promoting Britain as a
destination should be included in the funding formula, which would make campaigns
more attractive to other companies and organisations.

The UK’s response should be seen in context with that of other Government responses.
Examples include:

• The US state of Florida alone has been given over $20m for advertising and
promotions.

• The Irish Government has given E12.7m for a reassurance campaign.
• Both the French and Spanish Governments have committed to additional funding.
• The Australian Government have promised an additional A$24 million to help

inbound tourism to Australia.
 
6.2 Structure
British Airways welcomes the UK Government’s recently announced plans to reform its
support for tourism, in consultation with the First Minister and First Secretary.  The
airline encourages a review to achieve the most effective ways for the private and public
sector to work together.

Devolution has resulted in a disparate approach to tourism, with a range bodies
representing various parts of the UK.  These individual organisations have separate
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funding and often differing objectives, which creates problems for major suppliers
trying to work across the UK.  Suppliers now work with multiple organisations and
receive numerous requests to match public funds for different projects. This has the
effect of diluting human and fiscal resources and consequently, return on investment for
both parties.

British Airways believes the different tourism bodies, both at national and regional
levels, could work together in a more integrated, co-ordinated and simplified manner to
facilitate quicker decision making and enable collective responses to a rapidly changing
environment.

6.3 Accessibility
Accessibility is absolutely key to making Britain attractive as a tourist destination.  It
is easier to fly to Britain than to almost any country in the world and London Heathrow
is still the leading international aviation hub.  The high level of competition among
airlines flying to London has made travel to Britain relatively inexpensive.

However, aviation infrastructure has not kept pace with the growing demand for air
travel.  The UK’s key international airport, Heathrow, is now completely full and other
major international airports, such as Gatwick and Birmingham, are suffering capacity
constraints at peak times.  As demand for air travel continues to rise, congestion will
worsen without the provision of new capacity.  This will lead to higher fares, perhaps as
much as £100 for the average return journey.  Such an increase may well make Britain
a less attractive destination.

The Government has a vital role to play in the provision of new airport capacity, which
is essential if our tourism industry is to grow and prosper.  British Airways welcomes
the Government’s consultation on the Future Development of Air Transport in the
United Kingdom.

7.  Conclusions

Foot and Mouth Disease and the terrorist attacks of 11 September together had a
devastating effect on tourism to the United Kingdom.  British Airways has experienced
a significant decline in passenger numbers and we have taken a number of steps to
restore the airline to profitability.

In the longer term, if our tourism industry is to prosper :

• The public and private sector must work together more effectively to promote
Scotland and the United Kingdom as a tourist destination.

• Britain must be capable of giving visitors an enjoyable holiday experience which
represents good value for money.

• The UK’s airports, and in particular Heathrow, must be developed to cope with
growing demand.

British Airways Plc 07 November 2002
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SUBMISSION FROM RYANAIR

The current tourism strategy has not been running for a significant length of time to gauge its
effectiveness.  However some changes have been made to recognise the role that low cost airlines
play in Scotland and with that marketing has started to be directed to those markets.  The amount
of advertising in these markets is however vastly inadequate and only allows short campaigns a
once or twice a year.

The impact of the events in 2001 delivered huge opportunities for the low cost airlines.  Ryanair
were the first to drop prices following 9/11, to keep consumer confidence in flying this led to
increasing passenger numbers and this trend has continued since.  Europe offers the best
opportunity to boost visitor numbers to Scotland and direct low cost access is the key to this.  The
growth of new routes from the UK to Europe has been incredible however Scotland’s share of
these new routes has been much slower that the rest of the UK. One way to help secure new
routes would be through the support of Marketing in these new countries.

We measure VisitScotland’s effectiveness on what it delivers for the markets served by low cost
airlines.  The reorganisation of the marketing team hasn’t brought enough change in terms of
speed of delivery.  The marketing/advertising plan for Spring 02 was very late and Autumn had in
fact started and the plan had still not been signed off. This seemed due to the budget uncertainty.
The restructure of Marketing into market groups/activities is over complicated and we feel that one
simple message i.e. “Scotland” followed by how to get to there is what is needed, consumers will
then find out about golf and walking when they see that they can easily access Scotland and
cheaply!

Spring 2002 saw the first advertising campaign (adverts that included the Ryanair logo and fare) to
the German, Norwegian and French markets.  These adverts were created and designed by
VisitScotland.  We fed back following that period our strong performance, acknowledging that this
campaign would have contributed to the growth of inbound passengers. It must be noted however
that we continually advertise the Scottish routes week in week out in these markets – with price led
messages.  On a specific note less money should be put into outsourcing the design and purchase
of these adverts, much of the VisitScotland international marketing budget is taken this way. The
short break market is not seasonal and therefore year round advertising is needed instead of the
traditional heavy weight commitment to spring campaigns.  The advertising budget for
Autumn/Winter was a fraction of the Spring budget and therefore the spring activity could not be
repeated. Simple cost effective adverts year round would be better than a massively expensive
campaign once a year.

The lesson to be learnt is that VisitScotland needs to focus on drawing its main tourism potential
from the direct access avenues that it has – Scotland is very well known across the world – but the
cost of getting there is a major put-off, so more focus should be turned to the markets where
access is good. More of the budget should be dedicated on promoting Scotland to people that can
come at short notice or in addition to their main holiday. Promotion through the VisitScotland.com
should be a major focus with less reliance on the copious brochures that are a massive drain on
budget.

VisitScotland should be responsible for the promotion of Scotland across the world.  There is
currently too much confusion and duplication in tourism promotion throughout Scotland with
councils each having tourism departments with budgets supplied through the enterprise offices.
Tourism should be centralised with VisitScotland marketing “Scotland plc” and an area/regional
structure to home in on each region.  The current 14 Area Tourist Boards (ATBs) are too many and
cause finances to be watered down, resulting in many ATBs having insufficient budget to actually
deliver anything significant e.g. Ayrshire and Arran and Aberdeen and Grampian.  These ATBs
should have frequent representation in the markets served by direct access route – promoting and
selling Scotland on a year round basis.  Working closer with the BTA and its resources should
assist this without having to set up additional offices etc.  Scotland is always under promoted in the
BTA offices that are in the cities that we serve – in many Scotland seems a city in England!

Niche marketing is a costly waste of time – tell consumers how to get here at a low cost and where
they can get more info (website) – that’s all that’s needed.
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The current budget for tourism insufficient, as Scotland’s largest industry it should be funded to
deliver the returns expected from it. However the allocation is flawed – too little is directed to the
markets that will deliver immediate returns i.e. Europe – the dominance on the American market
consumes the majority of budget, without necessarily delivering the optimum benefits. Too much is
wasted also by paying 3rd parties to deliver the goal – the structure and employment levels are
sufficient to deliver all in-house saving costs and delivering more.

The Internet should be the single major focus for growing Scotland’s visitor numbers.  This should
be the main focus for all information about Scotland with brochure publications as a secondary
activity. The costs saved by this should be then driven into marketing “Scotland” on a more
frequent basis in the most accessible markets to actually deliver the tourists that season.  Close
working relationships with all transportation links is required to provide guidance on these markets.

Ryanair
October 2002
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A submission by BAA Scottish Airports to
the Scottish Parliament’s Enterprise and Lifelong Learning

Committee

November 2002

Air route development                                       

BAA plc owns and operates Aberdeen, Edinburgh and Glasgow Airports.  The
company has invested between £400 and £500 million in Scotland’s airport
infrastructure since privatisation in 1987.  That investment has come at no cost
to the taxpayer and has funded the establishment of three world class
gateways in Scotland.

An independent report, commissioned by BAA Scottish Airports and published
by the Fraser of Allander Institute, highlighted that BAA’s three Scottish
Airports generate £1.5 billion for the Scottish economy and support some
32,000 direct and indirect jobs.

The latest figures published by BAA plc show that in the 12 months to
September 2002, 16.9 million people used BAA’s three airports in Scotland, an
increase of 7.8% on the previous year and 145% on the total figure (6.9m) at
privatisation.  The total figure now represents more than three times the
population of Scotland.

September’s airport passenger figures (000s) are included in the table below:
-

AIRPORT MONTH CHANGE (%) 12 MONTHS TO SEPT
2002

CHANGE (%)

Aberdeen 234.9 4.3 2,549.4 -1.4
Edinburgh 624.7 8.7 6,696.5 13.5
Glasgow 786.3 5.2 7,632.0 6.5
Scottish total 1,646.0 6.4 16,878.0 7.8

These figures demonstrate that demand for air transport is rising ahead of the
UK average and that BAA’s three Scottish airports are performing well despite
widespread and well-publicised difficult circumstances elsewhere in the
industry.  Indeed, Scotland’s airports have in the last year outperformed major
English regional airports such as Birmingham, Manchester and Newcastle.

In Scotland, BAA handles 75% of the so-called low-cost passengers and 80%
of low-cost flights and both Glasgow and Edinburgh Airport are among the
leading low-cost UK airports outside London.

We anticipate that demand will continue to rise and are optimistic that with
an appropriate level of public sector support and greater partnership
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between public agencies and airports, Scotland can and will develop its
direct international route network to the benefit of the tourism industry and
the wider economy.

Scotland is well served by the UK, European and US airline industries and has
developed sustained, profitable and scheduled domestic links and
international connections with Europe and North America.

There are currently some 5,000 flights every week to and from Aberdeen,
Edinburgh and Glasgow, taking passengers and cargo to more than 80
airports at home and abroad.  Destinations served through BAA’s three
airports include Amsterdam, Bergen, Brussels, Chicago, Copenhagen, Dublin,
Frankfurt, New York, Toronto, Paris and Stavanger.  All of these services afford
Scotland and its tourist agencies with excellent opportunities for marketing to
the potential in-bound tourist.  And there is a wide range of charter
operations from Scottish airports, taking Scots to the traditional holiday
destinations across Europe and beyond.

BAA Scottish Airports announced in July 2002 that it has earmarked £60 million
of private funds to support further development of direct international
services.  This announcement signalled an increased emphasis on
international services as opposed to domestic support, however the
company remains committed to offering and providing support for airlines
serving the Highlands and Islands.

Links with London are nevertheless important not only to the United Kingdom
economy but to the Scots traveller and in terms of attracting in-bound tourists
to Scotland.  There can be little doubt that for economic and passenger
volume reasons, the vast majority of international routes can and will only be
served through international hub airports such as London Heathrow.  Scotland
has a population of five million and three central belt airports (Edinburgh,
Glasgow and Prestwick) competing for a share of the majority of that
potential traffic and therefore the Scottish market does not have the ability to
sustain long-haul services which rely heavily on passenger volume and filling
large aircraft on a daily basis.

Scotland does not compete with the major London airports and these hubs
should be seen as a valuable element of Scotland’s access to world markets
and holiday destinations and its tourism strategy and not as a threat to the
country’s own route network.

It is worth highlighting that it is demonstrably not in BAA’s interests, at a      
national level or in Scotland, to direct domestic passengers to or over London
airports.  It is no secret that London airports are congested and it would be in
BAA’s interests therefore to reduce the number of domestic connections to
Heathrow and Gatwick and attract more international services, where the
potential yield is much greater.

BAA Scottish Airports has also supported links to other European hub airports,
for example KLM to Amsterdam, Air France to Paris and Continental Airlines to
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Newark - all of these hub airports (direct competitors of BAA Heathrow) offer
one-stop services to many cities across the world not served from London.

The £60 million route development fund will be administered by Scottish
Airports’ business development function, headed by director David Field.  This
department, based in Glasgow, works closely with airlines and tour operators
to develop a sustainable network of air services to and from Scotland,
providing discounted airport charges and marketing support to share the risk
of launching new services and increased frequencies of existing services.  We
have also developed close working relationships with Scottish Enterprise and
VisitScotland.  The company’s managing director, Donal Dowds, is a
VisitScotland board member.

The key to future development of routes is a renewed focus on public-private
partnerships, a commitment to the sustainability of services and Scotland’s
airports and the development of the country’s internal transport
infrastructure.

It is unfortunate that much of the recent debate on the subject of Scotland’s
route development has focused on the issue of airport charges and the
perception that Scotland is expensive.

It should be clear that airport charges are used solely to fund future
investment in Scotland’s airport assets and the level of these charges reflects
our continued ability, as a country, to grow airports and develop facilities for
future generations and for the significant projected increases in demand in
the years ahead.

Without a sensible and realistic charging regime, future investment and
development is compromised.  BAA Scottish Airports has reduced its charges
to airlines every year since 1992 and we are committed to doing so again in
the future, however we do not consider it to be in Scotland’s future economic
interests to allow airport charges - at BAA or other airports - to be reduced to
a level whereby investment and development is jeopardised. It is worth
noting that BAA Scottish Airports’ profit-per-passenger is significantly less than
some of those airlines demanding low-cost or, in some cases, free access to
Scotland’s airports and that currently, all of that profit is reinvested in our
facilities.

As this debate develops, Scotland’s policy-makers must determine whether or
not it is reasonable to ask airlines - many of which are increasingly profitable -
to pay for the use of Scotland’s main airport infrastructure, in which BAA plc
has invested on the country’s behalf and at no cost to its public purse.  This
question can also be asked of the situation at other Scottish airports, where
public investment has been a feature of recent developments and where
charging policy has come under intense scrutiny.

Of more pressing importance to the efforts to secure more direct international
services is the future ability of public sector agencies - Government,
enterprise companies, local authorities, tourist boards - to work with airport
operators and the airline industry to support the introduction and sustainability
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of new services.  We are encouraged by recent discussions with the Scottish
Executive and Scottish Enterprise and look forward to some development in
this area.

It is widely recognised in the aviation industry that the first three years of a
new service is the most difficult period and it is for that reason that BAA
Scottish Airports’ charges are discounted over three years.  Currently, our
standard terms provide discounts of 50% in the first year, 30% in the second
and 10% in the third.  However the reality is that we treat every potential new
service individually considering a number of factors.  In addition, we also
provide significant financial support for the marketing and promotion of
services both in the Scottish and destination markets.

Scotland is competing for new services with regional airports the length and
breadth of Europe.  These airports are attracting public support and,
increasingly, the airline industry expects support from airport operators to be
complemented by the public sector.

It is accepted that EU regulations seek to prevent member states supporting
air services directly however it is a fact that other European countries are
providing indirect assistance and Scotland requires to match this support or
fall behind in the competition to build long-term route networks.

It is also important that routes are sustainable in the long-term.  Nothing
damages an airport’s future prospects of attracting routes more than short-
term and unsuccessful services.  It is for this reason that BAA has consistently
urged the Scottish business community to support Scottish services.  Without
the support of business travellers, which naturally earns an airline a greater
revenue, air services will fail and ultimately this will reduce the ability of
Scotland to facilitate access to in-bound tourists and detrimentally affect the
country’s valuable tourism industry.

Another issue which affects the airline decision-makers is Scotland’s location
in Europe.  In order to achieve maximum efficient use of their extremely
expensive resources, ie aircraft, airlines - particularly the no-frills operators -
prefer short-haul (two hour) flight times in order to use the aircraft as much as
possible in any one day.  The vast majority of European destinations within this
two-hour journey time are currently served from Scotland.

The development of Scotland’s internal transport infrastructure may also play
a significant role in supporting in-bound tourism efforts.  We welcome the
steps being taken to connect Edinburgh and Glasgow Airports to the national
rail network and have contributed funding and management effort to the
current study being led by the Scottish Executive.

It is important if Scotland is to attract major events that links such as these and
other improvements to the road network, for example, are completed as
speedily as possible.
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Members of the Scottish Parliament should be aware that BAA Scottish
Airports is fully committed to the future development of Scotland’s
international route network and that we are currently working closely with
several leading scheduled and charter airlines in an effort to secure more
sustainable services operating to and from our airports.  We are optimistic
that in the coming months and years, with continued support from BAA and
others, Scotland can and will build a valuable domestic and international
network of sustainable and beneficial air links.

-ends-

For further information, please contact: -

Malcolm Robertson, BAA Scottish Airports’ Parliamentary Affairs Manager, on
0131 272 2131 or 07788 567680.
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SUBMISSION BY HIGHLANDS AND ISLANDS AIRPORTS LIMITED
TO THE SCOTTISH PARLIAMENT ENTERPRISE AND LIFELONG LEARNING

COMMITTEE INQUIRY INTO TOURISM

Introduction

Highlands and Islands Airports Limited (HIAL) welcomes this opportunity to respond to the
Scottish Parliament Inquiry into Tourism and the crucial role that Government support has in
facilitating and developing that activity.

Our submission comprises:

1. An Introduction to HIAL
2. Key Aims and Objectives of HIAL
3. HIAL and Tourism
4. Response to Inquiry Questions

We understand that the terms of reference of the Inquiry are:

‘To inquire into the levels and effectiveness of Government support for tourism’.

The terms of reference then set out a series of specific objectives and questions to be addressed
by the Inquiry.

An Introduction to HIAL

Before responding to the specific questions set out in the terms of reference, HIAL would like to
set its own role and objectives in context.

The company operates 10 airports throughout the Highlands and Islands and by definition plays a
pivotal role in maintaining and improving the economic and social well being of one fifth of the
land-mass of the United Kingdom. The company supports the  lifeline air services to the remote
communities in the region. The company also facilitates social inclusion where otherwise
exclusion might prevail.

It is a fundamental fact of HIAL operations that the provision of its services, although crucial to the
highlands and islands community, cannot be commercially viable as a whole.   Although operated
with optimum efficiency and cost effectiveness, public subsidy has to meet the shortfall between
revenue and costs.  The present subsidy to HIAL from the Scottish Executive amounts to £22
million per annum, covering some 70% of the total company costs.

The 10 airports in the HIAL group are: Barra, Benbecula, Campbeltown, Inverness, Islay,
Kirkwall, Stornoway, Sumburgh, Tiree and Wick.

In the year to March 2002, passenger throughputs ranged from 5,500 a year at Tiree to 376,000
at Inverness. Overall, the company handled some 832,000 passengers and almost 50,000 public
transport movements at its airports. Because of the impact of economies of scale, the cost of
processing each passenger ranges from just under £8 at Inverness to over £70 at Campbeltown.
In most cases, HIAL’s costs are dictated by the need to meet mandatory regulatory standards
rather than aimed at maximising service or the promotion of tourism.
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Key Aims and Objectives of HIAL

The overriding aim of the company is:

“To provide a safe, economic and fit for purpose airport infrastructure to support the
social and economic needs of the Highlands and Islands, to provide value-for-money
services to our customers and to provide value to the tax payer”

This is supported by a number of subsidiary aims and objectives, which are listed in Appendix A,
some of which directly affect the promotion of tourism.

HIAL recognises that its airport network plays a key role in the maintenance and development of
tourism to, from and within the Highlands and Islands region of Scotland.

The purpose and subsequent funding of HIAL is different to any other airport company in the UK.
HIAL’s role is to provide the ground infrastructure for the lifeline air services in the Highlands and
Islands. Without such services economic development would be put at risk, and social cohesion
would decay. Vital air ambulance services would be lost. None of our airports yet reaches
sufficient traffic volume to operate without subsidy. As a rule of thumb, airports which lack other
revenue streams (e.g. industrial rentals, retail) need an annual throughput of around 800,000 to
one million passengers a year to break-even.

Although all airports have to bear the basic costs of providing runway and terminal infrastructure
and the related staffing of those facilities, they are more readily absorbed by a company such as
BAA handling almost 120 million passengers per annum compared with a company such as HIAL
handling some 830,000 passengers a year across ten locations.  Yet each company has to meet
the same mandatory standards. There are tremendous economies of scale in the airport business
which HIAL does not have the level of traffic to enable it to achieve. Therefore, many of our
recent initiatives to extend opening hours or develop new services to boost travel and tourism
opportunities pose a disproportionate burden on HIAL in recruiting and paying for the manpower,
much of which is to meet statutory regulatory requirements.

HIAL and Tourism

HIAL has established a series of specific initiatives that are intended to increase its overall level
of business and its contribution to the communities it serves, and to facilitate the overall
development of tourism. Examples include:

� Appointing a senior member to the HIAL team with responsibility for marketing to increase
traffic, services and revenues at each of the airports. This individual has a key role in liaising
with tourism agencies in Scotland and the BTA. He is also responsible for raising HIAL’s
profile with key opinion formers, industry and Government

� Planning to introduce 24 hour operations at Inverness Airport in 2003.
� Investing in additional airport navigational aids to improve airline service integrity by reducing

weather related delays and cancellations.
� Investing in new and improved gateway terminal facilities such as those at Inverness,

Stornoway and Kirkwall.
� Targeting additional revenue from non-scheduled operations with inbound tours to the

Highlands and Islands.
� Reviewing our airport charges and pricing policy to ensure their reasonableness and

competitive positioning so as to maximise services to, from and within the Highlands and
Islands

As part of this process, HIAL has developed a comprehensive Marketing Plan to enable it to
deliver against its broader corporate objectives. The Plan sets out a scheme to actively grow the
business and the numbers of passengers using its airports.
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The company has a range of pricing incentives to help airlines launch new routes and increased
frequency of service. It is a condition of HIAL’s licences to operate its airports that it must not
discriminate between different commercial operators.  In addition, the Scottish Executive restricts
HIAL’s price increases to RPI or less.

Forecasts prepared by the for the Scottish Executive and the Department for Transport, indicate
that passenger numbers at all the major airports in the Highlands and Islands (Inverness,
Sumburgh, Kirkwall and Stornoway) will continue to grow over the next fifteen and thirty years as
follows:

    Now        2015         2030
Inverness 360,000    800,000 1,800,000
Sumburgh 130,000   200,000    400,000
Kirkwall     94,000   135,000    234,000
Stornoway     90,000   135,000    234,000

Since HIAL was incorporated as a limited company, Inverness passenger numbers have grown at
an average rate of 5.5% per annum compound.

HIAL works closely with the communities it serves. This includes the Councils, Local Enterprise
Companies, SCDI, consumer and local business groups in each of the regions where its airports
are located. A key result of this has been HIAL involvement with a number of local agencies and
groups including the SCDI and Inverness Chamber of Commerce and HIE to support the
application for Public Service Obligation (PSO) protection for the Inverness Gatwick route from
the Scottish Executive to the DfT in London.

HIAL has been either the instigator or closely involved in a number of other initiatives all aimed at
promoting travel and tourism to the Highlands and Islands region. This includes a significant
promotional subsidy to airlines bringing in charter flights in the summer seasons, regular
attendance at the annual Routes Conferences to encourage new airline services to HIAL airports
and attendance at the World Travel Market as part of the Highlands and Islands delegation.  HIAL
is also a full member of the Highland Loch Ness Partnership which promotes tourism in the
Highlands. HIAL has taken steps recently to encourage more traffic from the South East of
England by offering significant financial initiatives to the airlines involved in flights between
London and Inverness without undermining existing services.

These actions have resulted in some success with the development of new services, such as that
by Eastern Airways to Manchester launched on 4 November, the new bmi service from Edinburgh
to Stornoway and increased frequency by easyJet to Luton from Inverness. All such
developments will potentially increase opportunities for inbound tourism to the region.

One key concern to HIAL is that as yet, the UK Government has not announced any decision on
the case supported by Scottish Ministers to secure PSO status for the Inverness London-Gatwick
route. With the ever increasing pressure on slots at major London hubs and no new London
runways in prospect for 10 to 15 years, HIAL is concerned that without slots protection, the
Inverness route slots will be lost to the next best use as has happened to so many other UK
regional air services over the last 20 years. Such a development would have a catastrophic
impact on the development of tourism to and within the region. It should be remembered that, on
the route to London, some 13.5% of the passengers are foreign residents travelling North for
leisure purposes, primarily tourism.
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Responses to Inquiry Questions

How effective is the current tourism strategy?

It needs to be stressed that, as an airport operator, HIAL is not directly involved with the
promotion of tourism. Our imperative is to assist airlines to retain, expand and introduce air
services, many of which will rely on tourist travel or be attractive to such tourist markets. Where
we can, we help airlines with their marketing campaigns, be they for tourist, business or freight
customers.

Nevertheless, HIAL considers the current tourism strategy to be reasonably effective within its
budget constraints. The aims and objectives which broadly seek to maximise the tourism potential
for the region are the right ones. Difficulties can arise when the cost of the promotional objective
of one agency has to be borne by another agency responsible to and funded by separate
Government Departments.  For example. much of the recent debate about the desirability or
otherwise of facilitating Ryanair services to Inverness was about the level and origin of subsidies.

There appeared to be no co-ordinated strategy between the various agencies of Government
towards regional development and the promotion of tourism. HIAL would have been left with the
cost of subsidising the Ryanair service, with no additional revenue to meet it, whilst also bearing
the impact of destabilising the essential air service network to and from the regions which would
have resulted.

How effective is VisitScotland post-reorganisation?

It will only be possible to judge this once a reasonable period of time has passed, and allowing an
analysis of the level of traffic against the objectives of the programme. So many factors influence
the level of tourism that judging the effectiveness of a particular programme or initiative is
extremely difficult. The key determinants of tourism will remain: cost, value for money and
economic stability, together with the relative attraction of competing attractions and areas.

What has been the impact of, and the response to, foot and mouth and 9/11/01?  What lessons
can be learned from these experiences?

HIAL does not carry out its own detailed surveys of traffic. It relies on those undertaken by the
CAA. Although all the relevant CAA survey data has not yet been analysed, it would appear from
our overall traffic data that these two events did have some small impact on the levels of leisure
traffic, particularly from the USA. It should be remembered that foot and mouth disease did not
directly impact upon the Highlands and Islands. The greatest impact would appear to have been
in the reduction of tourists from the USA, affecting particularly the routes from London.

Ideally, the combined UK tourist agencies should have a contingency plan to promote other
sources of tourism and to effectively combat the negative publicity that results from such periodic
incidents.

What are and should be the roles of VisitScotland, the Enterprise agencies and the British Tourist
Authority?

The current roles of the respective agencies are complementary. Each has its own specific remit
to develop either an aspect of tourism or the promotion of economic development.
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Given devolution, the growing regional role of the EU, the increasing market segmentation within
tourism, the increasing trend for short breaks (facilitated by the services of the low cost carriers),
and new pricing initiatives by conventional airlines, there is a greater need than ever for co-
ordination of tourism related promotion and investment for Scotland. There is some concern that
the BTA may have conflicts of interest because it is representing the inbound tourism interests of
the whole of the UK. Perhaps BTA should be responsible for setting overall tourism strategy,
leaving shorter term, tactical planning and promotion to VisitScotland and the Enterprise
agencies.

Is the current budget for tourism sufficient, and is the focus of investment appropriate?

In terms of maximising overall tourism opportunities in the Highlands and Islands, probably no. In
HIAL, we often find we are being pressed to fund or support a new service which is as much
about developing opportunities for tourism as it is about airport or air service development. Often
the question is, against our objectives and our subsidy from the Scottish Executive, should HIAL
be involved in this? The answer is rarely black and white.

There is a good example of this dilemma at the moment. We understand that a long standing
series of inbound charters for UK coach tours from Stansted will not be operating next year.
Instead, the coach operator intends to use seats on the scheduled services. This means that
HIAL and the region will potentially suffer a double hit: the loss of seats and traffic on the
scheduled service from Gatwick; and the consequent rise in price for those seats that remain,
being marketed at the higher end of the tariff structure. This will compound a situation where the
London route to Gatwick from Inverness already has insufficient capacity to meet demand.  As
stated above, HIAL has taken steps recently to encourage further supply by offering financial
initiatives to the airlines involved in flights between London and Inverness. The overall loss of the
regular charters will have an adverse impact on traffic and revenue. With a larger tourism budget,
agency willingness to underwrite some risk and work more in collaboration, then such services
and options could be encouraged and developed.

How effective is the Area Tourist Board (ATB) structure? What other possible structures are
there? [The Committee will pay due regard to the ongoing Executive review of this area to avoid
duplication of work].

We have no particular view on this. Our plea would be for there to be much greater      co-
ordination of effort and particularly funding. The ideal aim being for “the sum of the whole to be
greater than the component parts”.

What issues arise from the first year of the introduction of the Euro?

This is really an economic question. However, it is interesting to note a contrast that, by being a
confirmed and committed part of Europe and signing up to the Euro, tourism to Eire has
continued to grow at a far faster rate than to the Highlands and Islands of Scotland. This is
despite both regions having similar climates, and with the scenic and cultural attractions of
Scotland being at least a match if not better than those of Eire.

In the final analysis, this has to be a question of the level of Government support and funding for,
and enabling policies to encourage the development of, key air services.  Having the same
currency as the majority of Europe would probably assist the long term development of tourism to
Scotland, particularly as this would put us on a level playing field with other areas. Economists
believe that  the £ is up to 25% overvalued compared with the Euro.
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How can niche marketing tourism be best promoted and developed?

This should be primarily developed at a local, tactical level, albeit ensuring that the primary
agencies such as the BTA and VisitScotland are kept in the loop. HIAL has successfully worked
with an Executive Handling group to facilitate the development of specialist inbound tourism. Only
last week Inverness handled an inbound charter group of 48 on a privately chartered US 727-200
with the group spending five days in Skibo  Castle. Although the existence of such opportunities
needs to be handled though direct country promotion, in this case the USA, the arrangements
must be handled at a local level. See also the comments about the “Black Bottle Challenge”
below.

How can the potential for e-tourism be exploited most effectively? Is the development of eTourism
Ltd the most effective way to exploit the potential of the web?

There is no right or wrong or “one size fits all” appropriate methodology. It should go without
saying that all agencies have websites of a consistent standard with cross links and referrals
embedded within each site. Web based tourism can be extremely effective in identifying and
capturing new tourism opportunities and specific market niches. HIAL has already worked with
the UK private pilot community on the “Black Bottle challenge” through a combination of Flyer
magazine and its associated website.

How effective are the current funding and management arrangements for Tourist Information
Centres’?

HIAL has nothing to add on this issue.

HIAL will be pleased to expand on any of these answers, and to respond to any further questions
the Inquiry may wish to ask.
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Appendix A

HIAL supplementary Corporate Objectives

The aims are:

a. To direct and manage the business so that it satisfies the needs of the
communities it serves while reducing dependence on external funding
from the taxpayer (subsidy) as much as possible over the period.

b. To develop airports and their services in support of the economic and
social development of the Highlands and Islands, in partnership with our
stakeholders and customers.

c. To maintain safety standards at a level which matches costs to the
standard required.

d. To operate efficiently within a financial framework which will ensure
continuity of airport services at a value-for-money cost to the taxpayer.

e. To ensure that the Company’s business is conducted openly and
accountably and in accordance with the highest standards of business
practice.

f. To ensure that the company continues as a recognised centre of
excellence and expertise in the operation of airports.
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Glasgow Prestwick International Airport 

GLASGOW PRESTWICK INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 
 

MEETING OF THE ENTERPRISE AND LIFELONG LEARNING 
COMMITTEE ON WEDNESDAY 13 NOVEMBER 2002 

 
TOURISM INQUIRY 

 
 
Introduction 
 
Glasgow Prestwick International Airport (GPIA) welcomes the opportunity to provide 
evidence to the Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Committee (ELLC). 
 
This paper briefly sets out the position and recommendations of GPIA relevant to the 
Scottish Tourism Industry. 
 
GPIA has made, and will continue to make, a major contribution to Scottish Tourism by 
providing a gateway to Scotland for low fare airlines. 
 
GPIA will be represented by Managing Director, Tom Wilson. 
 
 
Scottish Inward Investment 
 
For many years, Government agencies have rightly recognised the benefit to Scotland of 
attracting inward investment by offshore owned companies which can create 
employment and wealth within Scotland by serving UK and European markets from a 
Scottish base. The essential principle of this is that adding value in Scotland by 
incorporating locally sourced labour and materials will result in a more efficient product 
delivery to market than would be achieved by importing the completed product. 
 
Tourism is a unique product - the customer travels to the market and therefore 
appreciates quite explicitly the logistics and costs involved in transportation. On 
the other hand one does not consider, when contemplating the local purchase of 
an offshore product, the cost and logistics of transporting the product to market. 
 
A conclusion must therefore be that the tourism industry is more sensitive to the 
logistics and costs of delivery than any other market. 
 
 
Low Fare Airlines 
 
Low fare airlines first appeared in Scotland in 1994 in the form of Ryanair who 
introduced services between Glasgow Prestwick and Dublin at a return fare of £59. Such 
was the public applause in response to this service that the air travel market between 
Scotland and Ireland rose by 250% within the first year of operation. It was clear 
therefore that most of these passengers were new travellers who would not have made 
the journey by air or any other means but for the existence of the low fare service.  
 
A repeat performance of this phenomenon occurred in 1998 when Ryanair introduced 
low fare direct services between Glasgow Prestwick and Paris Beauvais. Prior to the 



 
Glasgow Prestwick International Airport 

introduction of this service, Scotland had only one truly non-stop daily scheduled service 
to Paris (from Edinburgh); within a year of the Ryanair launch, Glasgow Prestwick – 
Paris Beauvais was operating twice daily (130 seats per flight) and the other central belt 
airports claimed about ten non-stop daily flights to Paris between them (i.e. the low fare 
introduction caused the traditional air service providers to improve their product).  
 
In 1999, services were introduced between Frankfurt Hahn and GPIA; in 2001 Brussels 
Charleroi and GPIA and in 2002 Oslo Torp and GPIA. The Hahn, Charleroi and Torp 
services have consistently delivered more inbound visitors to Scotland than they have 
carried Scots outbound. GPIA - London Stansted services (which commenced in 1995) 
are now operating ten times daily and the inbound demand to Scotland averages 50%. 
 
GPIA is confident that the low fare air market can continue to grow but that this 
growth will depend heavily on a growing Scottish inbound market demand. 
 
GPIA currently has four low fare routes between Europe compared to 
Abbotsinch’s one. 
 
Airports, working in conjunction with airlines, must be seen as an asset to bring 
people into the country. 
 
 
Structure of Scotland 
 
Low fare airlines represent the biggest air travel opportunity to grow Scottish tourism 
and the philosophy is simple; provide large volumes of seats on direct flights at fares that 
people can afford and they’ll travel to Scotland. 
 
The difficulty we have created in Scotland is that our “selling message” is not simple. In 
recent times, we’ve experienced nations including Germany, Belgium and now Italy 
increase their low fare air services above those of Scotland – i.e. we’re falling behind 
because the competition has a joined up cohesive approach by comparison to Scotland. 
 
Scotland’s tourism offering requires to be targeted at two markets:- 
 

1. Those, such as low cost carriers, who can provide the routes to the market. 
 

2. Those end users who will travel on those routes and spend money in Scotland on 
accommodation, attractions, retailing etc. 

 
With the appropriate support from Scotland, the transport providers will naturally, but 
not necessarily exclusively, provide the encouragement to the end users to avail of their 
services and the facilities of Scotland. 
 
Low fare carriers carry more than tourists in both directions. Business travel, and visiting 
friends and relatives (VFR) traffic is important also. The former is a component part of 
assisting manufacturing and service companies to locate in Scotland by permitting 
business travel between Scotland and HQ; the latter also assists in locating business in 
Scotland, as families and friends wish to remain physically in touch despite the distance 
associated with ex patriots. 
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Tourism is the world’s biggest industry and is likely remain so. 
 
Scotland should view Tourism as an industry and not be represented by a 
disparate grouping of British Tourist Authority (BTA), VisitScotland, Area 
Tourist Boards, Scottish Enterprise National, Local Enterprise Companies, Local 
and Tourism Forums. 
 
Scotland’s airports 
 
Concerns have been publicly aired by Glasgow City Council over the co-ownership of 
the airports at Abbotsinch and Edinburgh; the bigger issue here is surely the common 
ownership of these Scottish airports and the London hub at Heathrow as the current 
ownership structure does not facilitate the optimum development of direct non-stop 
European and intercontinental air services from Scotland. 
 
Glasgow Prestwick has played, and will continue to play, a major role in developing 
services in partnership with low fare airlines. Currently Glasgow’s Prestwick Airport has 
four mainland European daily direct scheduled routes compared to one at the other 
Glasgow airport. The reason for this apparent disparity can only be that the motivation 
for the other Glasgow airport’s owner to encourage direct services is simply not evident 
given that the traveller will in most cases use the hub facilities at Heathrow in situations 
where a direct service is not provided. Prestwick is therefore best placed to provide 
growth for low cost point to point services in Scotland and therefore enhance Scottish 
tourism. 
 
Highlands and Islands Airports (HIAL) provide vital links for the communities they 
serve. These are largely outbound services however and opportunity must exist to 
provide inbound passengers to boost tourism. 
 
 
The dominance of BAA plc in Scotland must be recognised and factored into any 
future strategy. 
 
The benefit of the independence of Glasgow Prestwick should be recognised and 
services which could increase Scottish tourism should be encouraged to use 
GPIA. 
 
The Scottish Executive’s control over HIAL should be used to drive tourism into 
the remote regions of Scotland by investing in fare subsidies.
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Conclusion 
 
Despite its world renowned brand image, Scotland is failing to achieve its potential 
within the world tourism market. 
 
Tourism depends largely on the ability of people to travel to market conveniently and 
cost effectively. 
 
Overall, Scotland has performed poorly in attracting low cost carriers to provide links 
from the BAA plc airports.  
 
Despite this GPIA has been successful in attracting four scheduled low cost European 
routes which have proven that both inbound and outbound markets exist. 
 
Tourism travel cannot be isolated from travel for other purposes such as business and 
VFR; the viability of many transport links depends on a combination of all three. 
 
The promotion of Scottish Tourism should not be performed in isolation of other 
economic generation initiatives. 
 
The destination market of Scotland is complex in the eyes of the transport providers by 
comparison to other competing markets. 
 
 
Recommendations 
 
Scotland is a unique product and therefore requires promoted in isolation of the BTA; 
this relationship should be discontinued. 
 
The structure of the Scottish tourism entities should be simplified to a skeletal national 
body with a high profile identifiable leader and around six regional bodies closely linked 
to the Local Enterprise Companies to maximise the synergy between the promotion of 
tourism and non tourism related transportation. 
 
Funding towards tourism should be based on a “return on investment” rationale similar 
to that employed for “traditional” inward investment; i.e. public investment should be 
made in transport links where the forecast return by way of tourism spend justifies this. 
This should lead to a strategy of tendering air services recognising the economic benefits 
of the resultant inbound tourism. 
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Tourism Inquiry: Update on British Tourist Authority Restructuring Plans

Members may be aware of recent press coverage of the plans to restructure the
British Tourist Authority (BTA), announced by the Department of Culture, Media and
Sport (DCMS) on 31 October 2002.  Attached are copies of the relevant news
releases issued by the DCMS and the Scottish Executive.

At the BTA’s request, the Convener met with David Quarmby (Chairman) and
Bernard Donoghue (Head of Government and Corporate Affairs) of the BTA on
Wednesday 6 November. The Convener will update members on the current
situation and its potential impact on Scotland.  The Convener will also update
members on an invitation from VisitScotland.

Simon Watkins
Clerk
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A STRONGER VOICE FOR BRITISH TOURISM, A NEW
MARKETING FORCE FOR ENGLAND

Jowell announces plans to reform government support for
tourism
 
 
Plans to radically reform Government support for the

tourism industry were outlined by Culture Secretary Tessa

Jowell today.

The new arrangements for tourism aim to develop a

competitive market and sustainable British tourism

industry that will encourage people in Britain and abroad

to take their holiday here.  There has been close

consultation about this with the First Minister in

Scotland and the First Minister in Wales.

The new structure for tourism, which takes into account

the growing British tourism market, will include:

• Creating a re-launched national organisation – by

combining the resources and strengths of the English

Tourism Council and the British Tourist Authority.

It will help to develop more quickly a marketing

team for England;



• Creating a marketing force for England – by enabling

the development of better partnerships between the

public sector and tourism industry to take stronger

leadership in setting the marketing agenda and to

build on the success of the ’Only in Britain. Only

in 2002’ campaign; and

• Developing a more coherent marketing agenda across

Britain – by ensuring that England, Scotland and

Wales retain and develop strong separate brand

identities to attract domestic holidaymakers as well

as those from overseas.  Tourism is a devolved

issue.

In response to a question in the House of Commons from

Paul Farrelly MP for Newcastle-under-Lyme the Culture

Secretary Tessa Jowell said:

“I announced new arrangements for support for

tourism in the English regions on 13 May.  Since

then I have agreed with the Regional Development

Agencies that they are ready to implement this,

corporate planning guidance has been issued about

how the RDAs should plan for their new tourism

responsibilities and further planning work is in

hand.

“I also proposed changes for the English Tourism

Council and to improve the coordination of marketing

activity for England.  I have decided to achieve

this by a radical reform of the existing support

structures, and there are 2 aspects to the



announcement that I make today.

“The first will result in a strengthening of the

marketing of Britain in overseas tourism markets.

This will be of direct benefit not only to England

but also to Scotland and Wales.  I had already asked

the new Chief Executive of the British Tourism

Authority, Tom Wright, to carry out a fundamental

review of strategy and structure of support for

British tourism overseas.   The emerging conclusions

point to increasing effectiveness with a structure

based on dedicated new hubs for each major market

and less emphasis on central services.  More

resource will be concentrated where it is needed

most, that is in the overseas markets served by the

BTA.  I will also improve the accountability

arrangements for BTA in cooperation with other GB

Tourism Ministers.

“The second aspect of my announcement concerns the

need for better co-ordination of the marketing of

England as a tourism destination in the GB market.

We wish to combine some of the day-to-day operations

of the English Tourism Council with the BTA.

“These two organisations have served tourism well

but combining their resources and strengths allows

us to develop more quickly the marketing team for

England we need. This will also enable us to put

more resource into direct support for tourism and

less into overheads.  We will take this opportunity

to develop more effective partnerships with private

industry investors to support tourism.  We will

pursue our commitment to the sustainable development

of tourism, particularly in rural areas some of



which are still in recovery following the Foot and

Mouth outbreak.

“Accordingly, I am today asking Tom Wright to

broaden the BTA reform programme and to draw up

detailed plans for a further unit to lead and

coordinate the marketing of England, promoting

destinations to customers within our own country.

Funding for this activity, and other activities of

the relaunched national organisation in support of

English tourism, will be accounted for and reported

to Parliament separately from action in overseas

markets on behalf of all three parts of Britain.

“In England, I see a major leadership role for both

the private sector and the Regional Development

Agencies in developing a coherent marketing agenda

across the industry.  The new marketing team for

English tourism within the relaunched national

organisation will be guided by a slimmed down

English Tourist Board drawing on support from the

private sector and regional and local government.

The broad remit for its work has been drawn up by a

group drawn from the private and public sectors,

which was fully endorsed at a meeting I chaired of a

wide range of tourism bodies at the beginning of

August.  The team will have responsibility for

working closely with RDA and other partners to make

the most of the public funds available to support

marketing and promotion.

“I have asked Alan Britten and David Quarmby, the

Chairs of the existing Boards, to work closely

together to ensure the new arrangements are



implemented quickly and effectively.  Staff from

both organisations will be treated on an equal and

fair basis taking full account of their own skills

and experience and the requirements of the new

arrangements.    I have asked them to make

recommendations about the new name when they have

made further progress on the reforms.

“I am also announcing additional funding for tourism

services in England.  £10million over three years is

available but will only be released on the effective

implementation of reform, on industry rising to the

challenge by coming together with matching funds,

and to deliver the increase in productivity we are

looking for in the tourism industry.”

Bob Cotton, Chief Executive of the British Hospitality

Association and Tourism Alliance Board member, said:

“Marketing is definitely the priority and the

industry is ready to bid for the challenge funds on

offer.”

Sir Michael Lickiss, chairman of the South West of

England Regional Development Agency, speaking on behalf

of all nine RDAs said:

"Tourism is very important as an economic driver in

all of the nine English regions.

 

“The RDAs are pleased to welcome these developments,

and look forward to working with the relaunched

national organisation."



Press Enquiries: 0207 211 6269/6267
Out of hours telephone pager no 07699 751153
Public Enquiries 020 7211 6200
Internet: http://www.culture.gov.uk
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EMBARGO:  NOT FOR ADVANCE PUBLICATION OR
BROADCAST BEFORE 12.30 THURSDAY 31 0CTOBER

31 October 2002

WATSON WELCOMES STRENGTHENING OF BRITISH
TOURIST AUTHORITY

Plans to strengthen the overseas promotion work which the British
Tourist Authority does on behalf of Scotland were welcomed today by
Mike Watson.

The Minister for Tourism, Culture and Sport also responded to the UK
Government’s plans to give a new responsibility to the relaunched British
Tourist Authority to market England in the domestic GB tourism market.

Mr Watson was commenting on the announcement by Tessa Jowell, the
Secretary of State for Media, Culture and Sport that a new responsibility
had been placed on the British Tourist Authority to co-ordinate the
marketing of England in the GB tourism market.  Ms Jowell’s
announcement was made following discussions which she had with First
Minister, Jack McConnell.

Mike Watson said:

“VisitScotland are already responsible for actively marketing  Scotland in
overseas countries, and in many cases they do this very successfully by
working in close collaboration with the British Tourist Authority, which
is today being relaunched.

“I therefore welcome proposals to move more BTA staff from London to
overseas offices where they can more actively sell Britain and Scotland to
foreign tourists.  The British Tourist Authority  have emphasised that
Scotland as a destination will remain very high on their agenda.  In fact,
after London, Scotland has consistently been the most popular subject of
visitor enquiries in BTA offices throughout the world.  I look forward to
the close working relationships between VisitScotland and the BTA being
strengthened under the new organisation.  In that respect, I am pleased
that following Jack McConnell’s constructive talks with Tessa Jowell, we
have been able to secure a strengthened role for Scotland in the new
body, including consultation on the BTA management statement and on
appointments to the Board.
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“I will also be keeping a close eye on how the British Tourist Authority
discharges its new role in marketing England as a tourism destination in
the GB market.  VisitScotland already does that very successfully for
Scotland, and I regard the development as a case of imitation being the
sincerest form of flattery.  But we have insisted to DCMS that the BTA
will have to account for these distinct activities completely separately
from each other and this has been agreed.”

NOTES FOR NEWS EDITORS

1. Overseas tourists represent around 10% of tourists in Scotland.
VisitScotland have always worked closely with the British Tourist
Authority to market Scotland in overseas tourism markets.

2. The Department of Culture Media and Sport announced today that
the British Tourism Authority would be relaunched, and that more of its
staff would be moved from London to its overseas offices to strengthen
its marketing activities in other countries.  DCMS also announced that the
BTA would be given a new responsibility to co-ordinate the marketing of
England as a tourism destination in the GB market.

3. The re-organised BTA will account separately for its overseas and
English marketing activities, and will from now on report on its overseas
activites to the Scottish Parliament as well as to Westminster.

Contact: Andrew Slorance: 0131 244 2230
News Release:
Internet: www.scotland.gov.uk
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Meeting 13 November 2002

Tourism Inquiry: Additional Research from Stevens & Associates

I am attached a paper from Stevens & Associates, which was written in response to
members’ request for additional information analysing Scotland’s tourism
performance against the 16 destinations considered in the report Support for
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Executive Summary
1. The Scottish Parliament’s Enterprise and Lifelong Learning (ELL) Committee is

currently undertaking an inquiry into the support provided to Scotland’s tourist
industry. Tourism is recognised as being Scotland’s most important industry
employing over 193,000 people and contributing more than £4 billion into the
economy in recent years.

2. Earlier this year the Parliament’s Research and Information Group commissioned
Stevens & Associates to provide an analysis of a number of comparable destinations1

in order to identify broad recommendations on best practice in terms of international
support for tourism. As a result, some 16 destinations were examined: eight in
considerable details, including site visits and interviews with key organisations, and
eight in less depth.

3. The findings of this research were presented to the ELL Committee in report form on
21 August, with a verbal presentation on 4 September 2002. The Study and its
findings were well received by Committee Members and have been commended by
other experts in the field of tourism. The Scottish Tourism Forum2 has been especially
supportive of the report’s conclusions.

4. The ELL Committee of Inquiry believes that there are particular lessons that can be
learned from the activities of the 16 comparative case studies. Indeed, during the
question and answer session following the presentation of the findings of the original
Study, Members of the Committee identified further research needed that would (i)
help contextualise Scotland’s current tourism performance when compared to these
16 other destinations; and (ii) identify the specific strategies, good practice and other
successful initiatives that could be applied in Scotland.

5. Consequently, the Research and Information Group has commissioned this further
Study by Stevens & Associates with the following aims and objectives:

��� ����

(1) To analyse the tourist industry in Scotland and assess it against
territories identified in the Stevens & Associates report.

(2) To propose specific strategies that could be applied in Scotland to
support tourism.

(3) To provide a report of the analysis and findings.

��� 	�
������

(1) To analyse tourism in Scotland according to the factors used in the
Stevens & Associates report case studies, i.e. volume of tourism, value
of tourism, organisation and financial support, identification of recent
reviews and reports, identification of special schemes, culture,
environment, marketing, access and transport.

                                                     
1 Territories, regions or countries.
2 The representative body of private sector tourism interest in Scotland.
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(2) To assess Scotland’s tourist industry by evaluating it against the key
factors for success identified in the Stevens & Associates report.

(3) To identify specific schemes and initiatives in other countries, that
could be introduced in Scotland, and how these could be implemented.

6. It is apparent from our consultations and from evidence presented to the Inquiry3 that
VisitScotland and Scottish Enterprise Network are moving towards adopting a number
of policies and practices regarded as ‘good practice’ in the 16 case studies.
VisitScotland is emerging from a period of restructuring with a new management team
and is demonstrating an aggressive, proactive, approach to achieve its objectives4.
Similarly, Scottish Enterprise has reviewed its role in terms of product development
and enterprise support in the field of tourism.

7. These changes are to be welcomed. They reflect a revitalised commitment to tourism,
together with a fresh recognition of the importance of tourism to the economy of
Scotland. There also appears to be a new momentum that has accelerated the rate at
which these actions are being undertaken. The drive to make change happen sooner,
rather than later, is vital in the dynamic new world of tourism where key businesses in
the private sector are dramatically shaping the future of tourism with a new generation
of business models and rapid response decision making.

8. One of the fundamental characteristics shared by most successful tourism economies
in the 16 case studies was the ability of the public sector to respond quickly to
changing market conditions. Ireland, Slovenia and Catalonia are prime examples of a
rapid adaptation, evolution and reconfiguration of their tourism support structures to
reflect the changing needs of their industry.

9. The 16 case studies will continue to forge ahead with their invigorated tourism
industry. They are likely to maintain their track record of innovation whilst being
proactive in shaping fresh product to meet emerging tourism demand. Consequently,
in the context of the case studies included in the original Study, Scotland will always
be in a ‘catch-up’ position.

10. It is essential that the gap narrows if Scotland is to remain competitive in the context of
some of its main European competitors5. This effectively means that the pace of
change in Scotland has to be more than that in these other destinations over the next
five to ten years. They key to this success in Scotland has to be:

(i) ensuring that the form of the tourism support system matches its function in
order to deliver the strategy and vision;

(ii) clearly understood roles and responsibilities for delivery within this system
amongst the key stakeholders;

(iii) unambiguous Government support at the highest level for the tourism
industry.

                                                     
3 See, for example:
(1) Tourism Scoping Paper 28 May 2002 SPICe
(2) The Economics of Tourism Undated 2002 SPICe
(3) Evidence from VisitScotland September 2002 
4 See Memorandum from Minister for Tourism, Culture and Sport to ELL Committee, October 2002.
5 As represented by:  Ireland, Denmark, West Country, Switzerland, Austria, Slovenia, Estonia, Netherlands, Italy
(x 2), Belgium, Cumbria.
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11. The selection of good practice and relevant initiatives drawn from the 16 case studies
was based on an iterative process, involving all members of the original research
team. Each member of the team was asked to identify at least five aspects of good
practice that impressed them and three examples that they considered appropriate
and potentially applicable in Scotland. From this extensive list of
schemes/ideas/initiatives we have selected a more limited number of key ideas that:

(i) are deemed particularly relevant to Scotland;

(ii) build on initiatives that have recently been put in place by VisitScotland,
Scottish Tourism Forum, Scottish Enterprise, et al;

(iii) would, in our opinion, make a real difference to the positive development of
tourism in Scotland.

12. A word of caution has to be placed on record about the inherent issues associated
with the adoption of good practice in one country and its application in another. The
very reasons for the success of a tourism initiative are because they meet the
particular requirements of that destination at that moment in time. They will have
their rationale firmly rooted in the needs of its industry and the demand of the markets
the destination is aiming to attract.

13. Within each ‘success factor’6 a number of themes with examples of good practice
have been chosen. For each theme we also indicate which of the other case study
destinations have adopted valid initiatives to address this theme. Thus, the reader is
given one or two prime examples plus guidance as to what other case studies should
be re-read to provide further examples.

14. The analysis of the case studies has identified 17 themes (with 79 specific initiatives)
of good practice. These examples are spread across 13 of the 16 case studies with
the following distribution:

(a) Number of Core Themes by Critical Success Factor (in rank order)

(1) Tourism Products and Services = 7 themes

(2) Structure and Organisation = 5 themes

(3) Business Development = 3 themes

(4) Economic = 2 themes

(b) Frequency of Naming of Destination for Good Practice (in rank order)
in each of these Themes

(1) Ireland = 11 examples

                                                     
6 (1) Structure and Organisation
(2) Economic
(3) Tourism Products and Services
(4) Business Development
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(2) = Catalonia = 9 examples

(2) = Italy (Veneto/Trentino) = 9 examples

(4) = Switzerland = 8 examples

(4) = Slovenia = 8 examples

(6) Ontario = 7 examples

(7) = Austria = 6 examples

(7) = Denmark = 6 examples

15. In our opinion it is no coincidence that the most frequently mentioned examples relate
to organisational matters and creating an appropriate structure that allows
tourism to grow in a destination. This is followed by a clear emphasis upon ensuring
the development of appropriate tourism products and services to meet future
tourism demand. This is evidence of ‘form following function’, together with the
enactment of a clear vision as to what needs to happen with the product to be relevant
to the markets of the future.

16. Those countries succeeding in growing tourism are those that evidence good practice
in the four ‘critical success factors’. This is clearly demonstrated in the following table
for the top 6 in each of these rankings (quantitative ranking derived from analysis of
tourism performance in original report; good practice ranking derived from number of
sited examples in this report):

Country Quantitative
Rank

Quantitative
Score

Good Practice
Rank

Ireland 1 74% 1
Catalonia 2 72% 2 =
Italy (Veneto) 3 70% 2 =
Ontario 4 = 66% 6 =
Switzerland 4 = 66% 3 =
Slovenia 6 60% 6 =

17. From this list of examples 11 have been selected as having particular relevance to
Scotland and are, therefore, worthy of further investigation. They include examples
from Austria, Cumbria, Denmark, Ireland, Italy, Ontario and the West Country.

(A) Structure and Organisation

(i) Leadership in Denmark

(ii) Roles and responsibilities involving the private sector in Denmark

(iii) Marketing partnerships in Ontario

(B) Economic

(i) Product investment in Ontario

(ii) Tax incentives in Ireland
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(C) Tourism Products and Services

(i) Responsible or environmental tourism in Austria

(ii) Themed product clusters in Italy (Veneto)

(iii) Creating a strong national brand in Ireland

(iv) Regional airports in the West Country

(D) Business Development

(i) Business advice and enterprise support in Ireland

(ii) Visitor pay back schemes (funding conservation through tourism) in
Cumbria

18. The key lessons for Scotland from this analysis are as follows:

(a) Structure and Organisation

• Leadership by a national organisation is critical. This leadership must
provide a framework to coordinate the activities of a fragmented
industry. The private sector must be involved as a leader.

• The private sector must be encouraged to organise into real
partnerships, capable of delivering packaged products, at the local,
regional and national level.

• At the national level, Government must ensure that tourism is a cross-
cutting activity that involves different sectors.

• Establishing a clear national brand with a marketing strategy that
allows industry partnerships to create packages (product based) is
essential.

(b) Economic

• Taxation incentives should be considered as a tool for product
development only when a spatial planning strategy is in place. Any
product investment should also follow the planning model.

(c) Tourism Products and Services

• Environmental labelling of tourism products is only effective in the
context of a comprehensive approach to environmental tourism.

• In order for themed product clusters to be effective in the marketplace
they must be of sufficient mass and quality.

• Increasing the capacity of regional airports is essential to opening up
new markets.
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(d) Business Development

• SMEs require substantial, on-going, business support. Their
professionalism and viability is critical to the success of tourism.

• The new generation of discerning tourists is willing to support
environmental initiatives through a direct involvement of their time and
money. Their engagement in this process is important.
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1. The Scottish Parliament’s Enterprise and Lifelong Learning (ELL) Committee is

currently undertaking an inquiry into the support provided to Scotland’s tourist
industry. Tourism is recognised as being Scotland’s most important industry
employing over 193,000 people and contributing more than £4 billion into the
economy in recent years.

2. The industry has, however, been in steady decline over the past ten years (see
Appendix 1). Consequently there is now a desire to see a concerted effort to raise the
status of tourism in Scotland. The goal is to establish Scotland as a must visit, world-
class tourism destination where visitor needs come first and tourism makes a vital
contribution to economic growth.

3. Earlier this year the Parliament’s Research and Information Group commissioned
Stevens & Associates to provide an analysis of a number of comparable destinations7

in order to identify broad recommendations on best practice in terms of international
support for tourism. As a result, some 16 destinations were examined: eight in
considerable details, including site visits and interviews with key organisations, and
eight in less depth.

4. The findings of this research were presented to the ELL Committee in report form on
21 August, with a verbal presentation on 4 September 2002. The Study and its
findings were well received by Committee Members and have been commended by
other experts in the field of tourism. The Scottish Tourism Forum8 has been especially
supportive of the report’s conclusions.

5. Since the formal presentation to the Committee of Inquiry in September, the
consultants have made similar presentations to the Management Team of
VisitScotland and to the inaugural UK Tourism Summit9. This purposeful sharing of
the research findings is entirely consistent with the Committee’s aim for the
transparent sharing of knowledge in order to stimulate informed debate about the
future of tourism in Scotland.

6. The original Stevens & Associates report introduced a number of quantitative
measures to enable like-for-like comparisons to be made between the case studies.
This resulted in the compilation of a number of ‘league tables’ showing the relative
position of Scotland when measured against the performance of the 16 competitors.
Quite correctly it has been pointed out by some observers that this type of ‘league
table’ benchmarking is entirely influenced by (i) the criteria selected and measured,
and (ii) the choice of destinations analysed. As a result, there were some initial

                                                     
7 Territories, regions or countries.
8 The representative body of private sector tourism interest in Scotland.
9 Organised by UK Tourism on 8 October 2002 in Wales.
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concerns as to the voracity and relevance of Scotland’s position in some of these
‘tables’.

7. In defence of the use of this reporting of benchmarking, the original Study only
compared those measurable criteria that were consistently reported by all the
destinations10. As a result, Scotland’s performance was always measured against
directly comparable data from other destinations. One particular aspect of Scotland’s
tourism performance and its relationship with other destinations was not fully explored
in the original Study. This related to the scale of ‘domestic tourism’. In the case of
Scotland, this involves tourist trips made by UK residents, including residents of
Scotland. The UK domestic market constitutes the majority of tourism business for
Scotland (in terms of both volume and value). This criteria was not included in the
analysis or considered for benchmarking purposes for two reasons:

(i) many of the comparator destinations either did not record domestic tourism
or used such different definitions of domestic tourism as to render any
meaningful comparison useless;

(ii) there is concern that the traditional method for the collection of data in the
UK is severely flawed and is, therefore, currently being reappraised.

8. Clearly UK domestic tourism (including business and leisure tourism) will continue to
provide Scotland with most of its tourism business. Future trends within these markets
continue to show a shift to more short break and special interest tourism with the
further decline in the traditional long stay, family holiday. Growth markets are likely to
be childless couples, and more mature but active people. Markets are becoming more
discerning; are seeking more experiential, customised holiday experiences; and are
demanding higher standards in service and product quality.

9. These are also highly attractive markets for many competitor destinations – certainly
the majority of those used as case studies are positioning themselves to capture
greater share of these high yield markets. They are putting in place strong product
and aggressive marketing to achieve this objective. As a result they are, ipso facto, in
direct competition with Scotland.

10. In this context the ELL Committee of Inquiry believes that there are particular lessons
that can be learned from the activities of these competitors. Indeed, during the
question and answer session following the presentation of the findings of the original
Study, Members of the Committee identified further research needed that would (i)
help contextualise Scotland’s current tourism performance when compared to these
16 other destinations; and (ii) identify the specific strategies, good practice and other
successful initiatives that could be applied in Scotland.

11. Consequently, the Research and Information Group has commissioned this further
Study by Stevens & Associates with the following aims and objectives:

                                                     
10 Statistics deemed non comparable were excluded from the analysis.
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(1) To analyse the tourist industry in Scotland and assess it against
territories identified in the Stevens & Associates report.

(2) To propose specific strategies that could be applied in Scotland to
support tourism.

(3) To provide a report of the analysis and findings.

��� 	�
������

(1) To analyse tourism in Scotland according to the factors used in the
Stevens & Associates report case studies, i.e. volume of tourism, value
of tourism, organisation and financial support, identification of recent
reviews and reports, identification of special schemes, culture,
environment, marketing, access and transport.

(2) To assess Scotland’s tourist industry by evaluating it against the key
factors for success identified in the Stevens & Associates report.

(3) To identify specific schemes and initiatives in other countries, that
could be introduced in Scotland, and how these could be implemented.

12. This Report sets out those aspects of good practice considered by the consultants to
be particularly relevant to developing tourism in Scotland. Where several case studies
adopted a similar approach we have selected the one that, in our opinion, represents
the most effective approach. The other examples of good practice are noted for
information11. In addition, and at the specific request of the Committee, we have
prepared a statement of tourism in Scotland using the same template as for the eight
detailed case studies in the original report. This should allow the reader to draw their
own conclusions from the evidence provided.

                                                     
11 This will allow the reader to cross-refer to the original case notes for each destination.
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13. It is apparent from our consultations and from evidence presented to the Inquiry13 that
VisitScotland and Scottish Enterprise Network are moving towards adopting a number
of policies and practices regarded as ‘good practice’ in the 16 case studies.
VisitScotland is emerging from a period of restructuring with a new management team
and is demonstrating an aggressive, proactive, approach to achieve its objectives14.
Similarly, Scottish Enterprise has reviewed its role in terms of product development
and enterprise support in the field of tourism. This has resulted in a more focused
approach with emphasis on strategic project development. In addition, the Minister for
Tourism is soon to announce the results of the review of the Area Tourist Boards.
These activities are making a significant contribution to the clarification of roles and
responsibilities in creating the ‘New Framework for Tourism in Scotland’15.

14. In addition, there are clear indications that a number of the key lessons from the case
studies designed to facilitate the critical success factors are also being addressed by
key stakeholders and VisitScotland in particular. These initiatives include:

(i) national brand development;

(ii) product cluster and theme development;

(iii) developing a closer working relationship with the private sector;

(iv) enhancing business support systems and structures;

(v) moving towards the adoption of Tourism Satellite Accounts and the
associated research requirements.

15. These changes are to be welcomed. They reflect a revitalised commitment to tourism,
together with a fresh recognition of the importance of tourism to the economy of
Scotland. There also appears to be a new momentum that has accelerated the rate at
which these actions are being undertaken. The drive to make change happen sooner,
rather than later, is vital in the dynamic new world of tourism where key businesses in
the private sector are dramatically shaping the future of tourism with a new generation
of business models and rapid response decision making.

16. One of the fundamental characteristics shared by most successful tourism economies
in the 16 case studies was the ability of the public sector to respond quickly to

                                                     
12 This Section interprets recent developments in Scotland.
13 See, for example:
(1) Tourism Scoping Paper 28 May 2002 SPICe
(2) The Economics of Tourism Undated 2002 SPICe
(3) Evidence from VisitScotland September 2002 
14 See Memorandum from Minister for Tourism, Culture and Sport to ELL Committee, October 2002.
15 Tourism Framework for Action 2002-2005   Scottish Executive 2002
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changing market conditions. Ireland, Slovenia and Catalonia are prime examples of a
rapid adaptation, evolution and reconfiguration of their tourism support structures to
reflect the changing needs of their industry.

17. In the case studies the most impressive aspect of the philosophy of changing form to
meet changing functions was the pace at which change was implemented. The
mechanisms that facilitate this constant appraisal of the tourism support system in the
case studies are:

(i) being close to the industry and to leaders in the industry;

(ii) having the ability to be flexible and responsive without the burden of
traditional public sector ways of doing business;

(iii) having a clear vision with a clearly articulated strategy as to how the vision
is to be achieved;

(iv) setting ambitious targets for tourism growth that can be objectively
measured;

(v) highest level political support for the tourism industry.

18. The 16 case studies will continue to forge ahead with their invigorated tourism
industry. They are likely to maintain their track record of innovation whilst being
proactive in shaping fresh product to meet emerging tourism demand. Consequently,
in the context of the case studies included in the original Study, Scotland will always
be in a ‘catch-up’ position.

19. It is essential that the gap narrows if Scotland is to remain competitive in the context of
some of its main European competitors16. This effectively means that the pace of
change in Scotland has to be more than that in these other destinations over the next
five to ten years. They key to this success in Scotland has to be:

(i) ensuring that the form of the tourism support system matches its function in
order to deliver the strategy and vision;

(ii) clearly understood roles and responsibilities for delivery within this system
amongst the key stakeholders;

(iii) unambiguous Government support at the highest level for the tourism
industry.

                                                     
16 As represented by:  Ireland, Denmark, West Country, Switzerland, Austria, Slovenia, Estonia, Netherlands, Italy
(x 2), Belgium, Cumbria.
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20. This additional research has involved all members of the original Study Team. More

detailed analysis was undertaken by Terry Stevens and Seán Browne, the two
representatives of S & A who presented to the Committee on 4 September.

21. The case study of tourism in Scotland (Appendix 1) was prepared following the
collation of information from a number of different sources:

� A literature review

� Evidence presented to the Inquiry

� A meeting with the Management Team of VisitScotland

� Material provided by VisitScotland

� Consultation with a senior representative of Scottish Enterprise

� Consultation with a senior representative of Scottish Tourism Forum

22. The selection of good practice and relevant initiatives drawn from the 16 case studies
was based on an iterative process, involving all members of the original research
team. Each member of the team was asked to identify at least five aspects of good
practice that impressed them and three examples that they considered appropriate
and potentially applicable in Scotland. From this extensive list of
schemes/ideas/initiatives we have selected a more limited number of key ideas that:

(i) are deemed particularly relevant to Scotland;

(ii) build on initiatives that have recently been put in place by VisitScotland,
Scottish Tourism Forum, Scottish Enterprise, et al;

(iii) would, in our opinion, make a real difference to the positive development of
tourism in Scotland.

23. The result is the analysis that follows. During the Inquiry process there has been a
considerable amount of media interest17 in the subject of tourism in Scotland. Indeed

                                                     
17 See, for example:
6.9.02 ETourism goes ahead with you or without you rebel boards told   Business a.m.
18.9.02 Business leaders call for end to regional tourist board system   Business a.m.
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we have rarely encountered a country where there is so much media coverage of
tourism as is the case in Scotland. The opportunity should now be taken to use this
Report to further develop positive media coverage of tourism in Scotland. By
introducing the media in Scotland to some of these case studies, it should be possible
to secure coverage of this good practice, thus further increasing awareness amongst
the industry, the public and politicians of the direction tourism in Scotland needs to
take.

                                                                                                                                         
19.9.02 Business of Tourism – A Supplement   Business a.m.
20.9.02 Anger over Borders Tourism Plan   The Scotsman
30.9.02 VisitScotland goes for change of image   Business a.m.
7.10.02 Tourism staff criticised for poor service   Business a.m.
16.10.02 Green tourism operators form alliance with Italian counterparts   Business a.m.
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24. A word of caution has to be placed on record about the inherent issues associated

with the adoption of good practice in one country and its application in another. The
very reasons for the success of a tourism initiative are because they meet the
particular requirements of that destination at that moment in time. They will have
their rationale firmly rooted in the needs of its industry and the demand of the markets
the destination is aiming to attract. The initiative works because it optimises the
prevalent indigenous economic, political, social and cultural environment in which it is
developed. They also take account of the wider external environment within which
world tourism has to operate. These are unique variables that will, inevitably, be
different in Scotland. It is, therefore, the spirit or ethos of the initiative, together with the
process of its implementation and the outcomes that provide the lessons for Scotland,
rather than the details of the actions per se.

25. The Committee should consider these highlighted schemes against the background of
the full context of their development as summarised in the original case studies. The
presentation that follows uses the same analytical structure used in the original Report
by the consultants with the examples of good practice organised under the four
headings of the ‘critical success factors’:

(1) Structure and Organisation

(2) Economic

(3) Tourism Products and Services

(4) Business Development

26. Within each ‘success factor’ a number of themes with examples of good practice have
been chosen. For each theme we also indicate which of the other case study
destinations have adopted valid initiatives to address this theme. Thus, the reader is
given one or two prime examples plus guidance as to what other case studies should
be re-read to provide further examples.

27. The analysis of the case studies has identified 17 themes (with 79 specific initiatives)
of good practice. These examples are spread across 13 of the 16 case studies with
the following distribution:
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(a) Number of Core Themes by Critical Success Factor (in rank order)

(1) Tourism Products and Services = 7 themes

(2) Structure and Organisation = 5 themes

(3) Business Development = 3 themes

(4) Economic = 2 themes

(b) Frequency of Naming of Destination for Good Practice (in rank order)
in each of these Themes

(1) Ireland = 11 examples

(2) = Catalonia = 9 examples

(2) = Italy (Veneto/Trentino) = 9 examples

(4) = Switzerland = 8 examples

(4) = Slovenia = 8 examples

(6) Ontario = 7 examples

(7) = Austria = 6 examples

(7) = Denmark = 6 examples

(9) = Netherlands = 4 examples

(9) = West Country = 4 examples

(11) Cumbria = 3 examples

(12) = Estonia = 2 examples

(12) = Belgium = 2 examples
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Critical Success Factor and Key
Theme

Case Study Providing Evidence of
Good Practice

1.  Structure and Organisation

(a)  Leadership Catalonia, Denmark, Ireland, Slovenia,
Switzerland

(b)  Clear Roles and
Responsibilities

Denmark, Ontario, Slovenia, Trentino,
Veneto, West Country

(c)  Strong Industry Involvement Denmark, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands,
Ontario, Slovenia, Switzerland, West
Country

(d)  Decentralisation Belgium, Ontario
(e)  Cross-Cutting Policy

Integration
Catalonia, Denmark, Italy, Netherlands

2.  Economic

(a)  Product Investment Ireland
(b)  Tax Incentives Ireland

3.  Tourism Products and Services

(a)  Responsible or
Environmental Tourism

Austria, Denmark, Cumbria, Slovenia,
Switzerland

(b)  Integrated Transport Austria, Catalonia, Italy, Netherlands,
Switzerland

(c)  Regional Airports Austria, Catalonia, Ireland, Italy, West
Country

(d)  Themed Product Clusters Austria, Catalonia, Estonia, Ireland, Italy,
Ontario, Slovenia, Switzerland

(e)  Creating a Fashionable
Image and Strong National
Brand

Catalonia, Ireland, Slovenia, Switzerland

(f)  Strong City Product Belgium, Catalonia, Ireland, Italy,
Netherlands, Ontario

(g)  Internet Marketing and
Destination Marketing
System

Austria, Denmark,  Ireland, Italy,
Switzerland

4.  Business Development

(a)  Visitor Pay Back Schemes
for Environmental Projects

Austria, Cumbria

(b)  Local Products/Produce as
Part of Visitor Experience

Catalonia, Cumbria, Ireland, Italy,
Ontario, Slovenia, Switzerland, West
Country

(c)  Market Research Business
Advice and TSA18

Catalonia, Estonia, Ireland, Italy, Ontario,
Slovenia

Source: Stevens & Associates, 2002

                                                     
18 Tourism Satellite Accounts.
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28. In our opinion it is no coincidence that the most frequently mentioned examples relate
to organisational matters and creating an appropriate structure that allows
tourism to grow in a destination. This is followed by a clear emphasis upon ensuring
the development of appropriate tourism products and services to meet future
tourism demand. This is evidence of ‘form following function’, together with the
enactment of a clear vision as to what needs to happen with the product to be relevant
to the markets of the future.

29. The original benchmarking Study produced both quantitative and qualitative
assessments of the 16 case studies (see Sections 2 and 3 of the original Report). This
original analysis established the following hierarchy of ‘success’ amongst the case
studies:

Rank Country/Region Score

1 Ireland 74%
2 Catalonia 72%
3 Veneto 70%
4 = Ontario 66%
4 = Switzerland 66%
6 Slovenia 60%
7 Denmark 58%
8 South West England 52%
9 Scotland 46%

30. It is, of course, no surprise to find that list (b) in paragraph 27 earlier mirrors the table
in paragraph 29 above. Those countries succeeding in growing tourism are those that
evidence good practice in the four ‘critical success factors’. This is clearly
demonstrated in the following table for the top 6 in each of these rankings:

Country Quantitative
Rank

Quantitative
Score

Good Practice
Rank

Ireland 1 74% 1
Catalonia 2 72% 2 =
Italy (Veneto) 3 70% 2 =
Ontario 4 = 66% 6 =
Switzerland 4 = 66% 3 =
Slovenia 6 60% 6 =

31. From this list of examples 11 have been selected as having particular relevance to
Scotland and are, therefore, worthy of further investigation. They include examples
from Austria, Cumbria, Denmark, Ireland, Italy, Ontario and the West Country.

(A) Structure and Organisation

(i) Leadership in Denmark

(ii) Roles and responsibilities involving the private sector in Denmark

(iii) Marketing partnerships in Ontario

(B) Economic
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(i) Product investment in Ontario

(ii) Tax incentives in Ireland

(C) Tourism Products and Services

(i) Responsible or environmental tourism in Austria

(ii) Themed product clusters in Italy (Veneto)

(iii) Creating a strong national brand in Ireland

(iv) Regional airports in the West Country

(D) Business Development

(i) Business advice and enterprise support in Ireland

(ii) Visitor pay back schemes (funding conservation through tourism) in
Cumbria

32. Table 1 provides the reader with the ability to cross-examine the original case studies
for examples of how the destinations performed in terms of each of these topics or
initiatives. The narrative that follows focuses upon those exemplars that, in our
opinion, are evidence of best practice in a number of the key themes and are
particularly relevant to Scotland. This narrative is organised in the following manner:

(i) Critical Success Factor (1 – 4)

(ii) Key Theme or Initiative (1 – 17)

(iii) Rationale and Relevance for Scotland

(iv) Exemplar Case Study

(v) Other Case Studies with Good Practice

(vi) A Description of the Initiative
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Critical Success Factor 1: Structure and
Organisation

Exemplars: Denmark (2)
Ontario

Themes or Initiatives: Leadership
Roles & Responsibilities
Cross-Cutting Activity
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(i) Critical Success Factor Structure and Organisation

(ii) Theme or Initiative Leadership

(iii) Rationale and
Relevance to Scotland

• Strong leadership and guidance need to drive
national strategy for tourism

• Coordination of fragmented industry with many
stakeholders essential

(iv) Exemplar Denmark

(v) Other Case Studies Catalonia, Ireland, Slovenia, Switzerland

(vi) Description of
Exemplar

Denmark has experienced problems of declining
visitor numbers similar to Scotland.  It also shares
similar problems such as having a relatively expensive
tourism product, partly attributable to a strong
currency, a single dominant market and a tourism
support structure in need of reform.  They have also
undergone a review process, including an
international benchmarking exercise, resulting in a
number of changes.

Denmark now has a clear national tourism strategy
with agreement from all key players

The review has strengthened and clarified the role of
the Danish Tourist Board as the lead body for the
promotion of tourism; there is no evidence of
confusion or undermining from other official agencies.
Denmark now has a clear national tourism strategy
with agreement from all key players.

The DTB is responsible for national tasks
related to branding, promotion, and
market development as well as business
and consumer services. The DTB has 11
foreign branch offices located to serve
principal incoming markets in addition to
their head office in Copenhagen. 80% of
funding comes from the Danish
government, the remainder from the
private sector and commercial activities.

The DTB organisational structure (DTB,
April 2002) is based around two main
functions: market development and
commercial development. This structure
was implemented in 2001 in order to
improve efficiency and communications
with the industry. The changes were
intended to reinforce the role of the DTB
as the central partner for the Danish
tourism industry in particular with regard
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to improving collaboration and
developing new growth areas in tourism.

The DTB were voted one of the best
places to work in Denmark after a survey
of 100 Danish companies. The DTB
scored particularly well in the categories
‘community’ and ‘pride’ with 91% of DTB
employees agreeing with the statement –
“My work is meaningful – it’s not just a
job”. 90% backed the statement - “I am
proud to tell others that I work here”.

A new national action plan is due for
publication by the end of August 2002.
The Danish tourism industry has been
closely involved in the development and
preparation of the plan. The overall
objective of government is to create
growth and innovation in the tourism
industry. Part of this will be through
measures to improve competitiveness by
reducing costs and administrative
burdens on SMEs in the tourism sector.

The government will support the
establishment of a limited number of
alliances in the tourism trade in order to
stimulate product development and
growth. These alliances will be targeted
to support the key priority areas in the
tourism strategy: Coastal; City Breaks;
MICE tourism; Active Holiday tourism.
The alliances will seek to enhance
working relationships among central
public and private sector players in
tourism.

In order to stimulate innovation, the
government intend launching new
initiatives including:

• A labelling scheme for visitor attractions

• Branding of Denmark and Danish tourism

• A labelling scheme for disabled access in
tourism facilities.
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(i) Critical Success Factor Structure and Organisation

(ii) Theme or Initiative Roles and Responsibilities (with strong industry
involvement)

(iii) Rationale and
Relevance to Scotland

• Private sector involvement in tourism planning vital
• Need for the private sector to help drive tourism
• Need for move away from dependency culture
• Encourage self-improvement and real

partnerships and collaboration to deliver strategy

(iv) Exemplar Denmark

(v) Other Case Studies Italy, Ontario, Slovenia, West Country

(vi) Description of
Exemplar

In November 2001, the Danish Government
demanded a greater emphasis on cooperation within
tourism and that no Government funding would be
available unless organisations collaborated. The
private sector has responded positively to this
challenge and is active in the implementation of the
key strategic initiatives at all levels. This work is led by
HORESTA.

HORESTA (Association of the Hotel,
Restaurant and Tourism Industry in
Denmark) is an employee association
representing around 2,000 members
accounting for around 80% of rooms in
Denmark and around 20 – 30% of
restaurants. It is a well established
association that traces its roots back over
100 years. It has around 50 full time
employees and carries out a number of
functions for their members, including
operation of the accommodation
classification system that covers 80% of
tourist accommodation. They also
operate a research division and
‘knowledge bank’ that provides factual
information for members and other
interested parties, including government.
They also advise on and provide training
programmes for tourism businesses.
There is no equivalent of the Scottish
government supported, sector specific
training agencies in Denmark. It seems
that industry associations cover this
function.

HORESTA recently (July 2002) joined
forces with two other large industry
organisations, The Danish Chamber of
Commerce and AHTS (representing the
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transport sector) to become HTS,
(Commerce, Transport and Service
Industries Association). The key reason
is to become more truly representative of
tourism businesses and gain critical
mass to increase their influence on
politicians. It will also provide members
with access to more services and
professional advisers. HORESTA still
exists as a separate organisation that
remains a key player in influencing
tourism policy.

HORESTA plays a key role in lobbying
government for the tourism sector and
has lobbied to gain exemption for hotels
from the high VAT rate but with no real
success to date.
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(i) Critical Success Factor Structure and Organisation

(ii) Theme or Initiative Cross-Cutting Activity (marketing partnerships)

(iii) Rationale and
Relevance to Scotland

• Importance of collaboration to raise additional
resources for marketing

• Need to promote a range of experiences involving
different sectors

• Market (consumers) need easy access to
information

• Supports product development and spatial
planning

(iv) Exemplar Ontario

(v) Other Case Studies Ireland, Italy, Slovenia, Switzerland

(vi) Description of
Exemplar

Ontario Tourism Marketing
Partnership Corporation

http://www.tourismpartners.com

In April 1997, the Minister’s Tourism
Marketing Task Force proposed a five-
year strategic marketing plan for realising
Ontario’s tourism market potential. This
proposal supported the creation of a
stronger public/private sector partnership
to lever more dollars from the private
sector and the Canadian Tourism
Commission. To attract the necessary
industry and government funds to
support expanding market activities, the
Task Force believed it would require the
establishment of a new collaborative
private/public sector partnership that
would be market-driven and responsive
to the needs of its stakeholders.

The Ontario Tourism Marketing
Partnership Corporation was formally
launched as an agency of the
Government of Ontario in April 1999. It is
now a Schedule 1 Crown Corporation
which means that they are controlled by
the Ministries and Public Service
Employment Act. This means, however,
that salaries are controlled and it is,
therefore, difficult to recruit high calibre
people. Reporting structures are also
bureaucratic. An arms length
organisation is considered by the current
CEO/President to be a more desirable
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model.

The OTMPC’s chief responsibility is to
lead an aggressive marketing strategy to
sell Ontario as a ‘must-see’ destination at
home and abroad. OTMP works with
Ontario's tourism operators in a
private/public sector partnership. Tourism
operators are encouraged to access
research, international marketing
expertise, and comprehensive
advertising and promotional campaigns.
By working with the OTMPC and taking
advantage of these assets, Ontario's
tourism businesses reach markets that
otherwise might not be available to them.

The Ontario Tourism Marketing Partnership has a
clear mandate to:

• Provide a leadership role with the private sector
for the promotion of Ontario as a tourism
destination in Canada and foreign markets.

• Promote a positive and vibrant image of Ontario
as a tourism destination.

• Provide a vehicle for the Government of Ontario
and the tourism industry to contribute to the
promotion of Ontario as a tourism destination.

OTMPC is a collaborative private/public sector
partnership that is market-driven and responsive to
the needs of its stakeholders. A stable source of
funding from the Ministry is in place for a five year
period. This amounts to $35m per year. The aim is to
gain a 50/50 split in funding from Ministry and private
industry sources. For 2002 it is likely that industry will
contribute $18.5m. Of the $35m, approximately $20m
goes on marketing campaigns. Industry has a strong
input into marketing programmes through eight
industry working committees (City, Outdoors, Touring,
Americas, Asia, Domestic, Europe, product
development) which plan and implement marketing
year on year.

Marketing plans have been prepared for e.g.

Spas Ontario

Paddling Ontario

Arts in the Wild

Theatre in Ontario

Key Statistics:

• Number of alliances: 13

• Number of facilitators: 8
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• Number of alliance partners: 225

OTMP has an independent Board of Directors
comprising 100% industry members apart from one
Crown Corporation representative, the
CEO/President. The Board reports to the Minister of
Tourism and Recreation and prepares an annual
report and other updates as required. Owing to the
large financial input (the largest in the Province) the
Ministry and Premier require strong involvement.

OTMP employs 60 personnel of whom three are
researchers.

OTMP’s market research drives the strategically
targeted approach to all marketing activities. A model
has been developed that segments Ontario’s travel
market into 12 groups with common needs, travel
patterns, behaviours and attitudes.

Recent activities have been targeting mature markets
and other ‘high-yield travellers’ in cities just inside the
US border and S Ontario. Other key markets targeted
are UK, Germany, Japan and Australia/New Zealand.
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Critical Success Factor 2: Economic

Exemplars: Ontario
Ireland

Themes or Initiatives: Product Investment
Tax Incentives
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(i) Critical Success Factor Economic

(ii) Theme or Initiative Product Investment

(iii) Rationale and
Relevance to Scotland

• Vital enhancement of product quality in existing
businesses

• Need for innovation
• Need for pump priming finance

(iv) Exemplar Ontario

(v) Other Case Studies Ireland

(vi) Description of
Exemplar

The Tourism Investment and Development Office

ONT@amt.gov.on.ca

IDO works with the industry to develop high-quality,
innovative products and destinations, improve service
quality, establish dynamic gateways and travel
information centres and develop the appropriate tools
to support industry growth.

This office was created in late 2000 in response to
industry pressure as a result of increasing competition
from North American destinations including New
York, Michigan and others. Industry was asking for a
strategic lead on product development. Prior to IDO
there was no agency or department responsible for
tourism product development. IDO has a core
responsibility to provide support leading to
improvements in Ontario’s tourism, culture and
recreation investment climate and increases in
investment throughout the province. IDO has
undertaken a comprehensive assessment of the
investment climate in Ontario and is currently
identifying options for the Ministry support. Results will
be available later in 2002. Development priorities are
shaped by the findings of thorough research which
aims to identify trends with 2 – 5 year horizons in the
leisure markets. IDO then identifies products that
mirror trends and identifies existing/potential
operators.

IDO’s role is in brokering partnerships; not in being a
partner itself and in giving advice on funding sources.
IDO employs five facilitators who work directly with
operators to help develop partnerships and
communicate benefits of destination development.

The Destination Development Guidebook was
developed by IDO to assist in planning decisions.
Their long-term aim is to develop destinations
throughout Ontario with clear branding and a couple
of yearly events or attractions per destination.
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Market interest in Ontario is considered to be ahead
of development particularly in cultural tourism and
genealogy tourism.

Specific areas of responsibility of the IDO:

1. New tourism, culture and recreational products

2. Public Private partnerships

3. Destination development

4. Tourism Excellence programme

5. Investment

6. One-Window Servicing - IDO provides the
industry with a one stop shop service for
government approvals, funding and other
assistance programs.

7. Gateways and Travel Information Centres

8. Superbuild Sports, Culture and Tourism
Partnerships (SCTP) Program

The Investment and Development Office of the
Ministry is currently investing in product development
activities including: Wine/Culinary tourism and
Aboriginal Tourism.

The SuperBuild Sports, Culture and Tourism
Partnerships Initiative (SCTP) was launched in
December 2000. Its purpose is to invest in sports,
culture and tourism infrastructure through renewing,
enhancing and improving municipally-owned or
endorsed local sport, recreation, culture and tourism
facilities, and major cultural and tourist attractions
owned by provincial or not-for-profit organisations.
Programme budget: $300 million over five years.
Total project value: $2 billion.

Creating more welcoming and attractive environments
for visitors as they arrive in Ontario is one of the
Ministry of Tourism and Recreation’s objectives. To
facilitate this process and ensure that visitors stay
longer and return more often, IDO is working with
public and private sector partners to strengthen the
presence of Ontario’s gateways and provincial
information centres. Strategic locations currently
being developed are Niagara Falls, Fort Erie, Sarnia
and Fort Frances.

Funding to the Arts Endowment Fund has been
doubled, ensuring a $50 million commitment to the
arts in Ontario.

Investment of nearly $20 million in 2000 – 2001 was
made to tourism and cultural agencies for renewal
and upgrading of infrastructure (heritage).
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The Ontario Media Development Corporation
(OMDC), a newly formed agency of the provincial
government, was launched in February 2001 and will
supply one-stop access for the film, book, magazine,
television, sound recording and digital media
industries.

The Ministry of Tourism and Recreation is working
with the Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs
to develop an agri-tourism strategy for the province.

$14 million of new capital is to be invested in the
current year to improve collections, ensure public
health and safety and improve visitor experience

Tourism Investment and Development Office of the
Ministry of Tourism Culture and Recreation: Industry
Studies:

-    Ontario Wine and Culinary Strategy – with specific
proposals mainly for Niagara Region and Toronto
involving developing wine routes, events and
packages centred about specific communities in
the rural areas and culinary packages, events,
cuisine discovery centre and learning packages in
Toronto.

-     Premier-Ranked Tourism Destination Workbook

      A workbook defining a self-contained analytical
process - intended for stakeholders in destination
areas.
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(i) Critical Success Factor Economic

(ii) Theme or Initiative Tax Incentives (linked to EU funding)

(iii) Rationale and
Relevance to Scotland

• UK (and hence Scotland) second highest tax
regime in Europe

• Industry call for greater tax incentives to assist
investment

• Tax incentives can assist spatial development of
tourism

(iv) Exemplar Ireland

(v) Other Case Studies None

(vi) Description of
Exemplar

Over the next five years some EUR170m of
National Development Plan monies (including
EUR70m from the European Regional
Development Fund) will be made available to this
end. This level has been maintained over the past
12 years also.

There have been significant tax breaks also for
tourism investment. These have a considerable
cost to the exchequer in terms of lost tax revenue,
which is difficult to quantify. Those which have
been most used in recent years are:

• BES scheme for certain tourism investments

• Urban Renewal Tax breaks on investment

• Rural Renewal Tax breaks on investment

• Write off of capital investment in registered
tourism accommodation
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Critical Success Factor 3: Tourism Products &
Services

Exemplars: Austria
Italy (Veneto)
Ireland
West Country

Themes or Initiatives: Responsible Tourism or
Environmental Tourism
Themed Product Clusters
Creating a Fashionable
Image and Strong
National Brand
Regional Airports
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(i) Critical Success Factor Tourism Products and Services

(ii) Theme or Initiative Responsible Tourism or Environmental Tourism

(iii) Rationale and
Relevance to Scotland

• Scotland is committed to ensuring the centrality of
its high quality natural environment as a key
tourism asset

• VisitScotland is actively developing a green
tourism labelling scheme

• The emerging tourist markets are seeking
environmentally friendly destinations

(iv) Exemplar Austria

(v) Other Case Studies Cumbria, Denmark, Slovenia, Switzerland

(vi) Description of
Exemplar

Encouraging ‘responsible tourism’ businesses
within the tourism and hospitality industry through
initiatives such as the ‘Austrian National Eco-Label for
Tourism’ – Austria’s national eco-labelling system
which operates within the EU eco-labelling scheme. It
is a joint initiative by the Federal Ministry of Economic
Affairs and Labour and the Federal Ministry for
Agriculture and Forestry, the Environment and Water
Management.

In 1991, Austria developed its own
national eco-labelling system which
operates within the EU eco-labelling
scheme. It is a joint initiative by the
Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs and
Labour and the Federal Ministry for
Agriculture and Forestry, the
Environment and Water Management.

Since 1996, Austrian Companies of the
Hospitality Industry are able to obtain the
Eco-Label for the Hospitality Industry,
which is conceived as a long-term
initiative. It is the only nation-wide tourism
eco-label in Europe.

The system differentiates, however,
between mandatory criteria – which must
be fulfilled – and target criteria – with
different significance at which a certain
level has to be reached (rating of 60%).
Ecologically innovative initiatives can
bring additional points. The criteria are
revised every three years.
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Until January 2002, 191 tourism
companies of all categories19 had been
awarded the Austrian Eco-label. This is
still relatively small. The potential
benefits, however, can be considerable.

Experience with regional eco-labels in Austria has
been used to draw up a list of criteria to apply
throughout the country with guidelines agreed in 1996.
New comprehensive criteria were adopted in 1998 –
covering waste recycling, energy consumption,
water/waste water, construction, air and noise
emissions and transport.

Encouraging the development of ecotourism and
identifying eco-regions – e.g. Austria has developed
a series of indicators for ‘eco-regions’ which include
aspects such as the density of organic farmers,
marketing co-operation between agriculture and
tourism, variety of regional foodstuffs, number of
initiatives and associations for activities in natural
surroundings, etc. According to these criteria, around
35 – 40% of the Austrian countryside could be used
for ecotourism.

                                                     
19 Inc. hotels, B&Bs, training centres, youth hostels, restaurants, campsites, Alpine mountain huts, private rooms
and farmhouse holidays.
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(i) Critical Success Factor Tourism Products and Services

(ii) Theme or Initiative Themed Product Clusters (well being)

(iii) Rationale and
Relevance to Scotland

• Creating product clusters to establish a critical
mass to take to the market

• Develops partnership working
• Has geographical focus and can build to provide

whole destination marketing opportunity
• Drives up quality

(iv) Exemplar Italy (Veneto)

(v) Other Case Studies Austria, Catalonia, Estonia, Ireland, Ontario, Slovenia,
Switzerland

(vi) Description of
Exemplar

Well being and spa tourism is a nationally prioritised
area for product and marketing development. A
national organisation exists to organise and apply
quality control to the spa industry throughout Italy
across all Regions.

‘Feder Terme’ also lobbies Government and controls
the integrity of the spa product from a health
perspective. Each province is then encouraged to
embrace the spa product as a key marketing tool
where appropriate working with regional, provincial
and local spa consortia. Each consortium has its own
marketing budgets created from private sector
members. This is matched by funds from the province
and region once an effective provincially-based
partnership is established. A good example of this
collaborative effort built around an intense cluster of
spa products is in the Padova Province with the
resorts of Abano-Montegrotto.
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(i) Critical Success Factor Tourism Products and Services

(ii) Theme or Initiative Creating a fashionable image and strong national
brand

(iii) Rationale and
Relevance to Scotland

• A priority for VisitScotland
• Vitally important from an industry perspective in

Scotland
• Essential to position Scotland in global

marketplace
• Importance of working with partners from all

sectors and from other related spheres of
business

(iv) Exemplar Ireland

(v) Other Case Studies Catalonia, Slovenia, Switzerland

(vi) Description of
Exemplar

The single-minded determination to lever a critical
mass of marketing spend and to use it judiciously

Our report shows an average NTA-coordinated spend
of over Eur70million p.a. over the last three years –
very competitive for a small country. Tourism
Marketing Partnerships in various shapes have been
used to maximise this. They feature a pooling of
resources between the public and private sectors and
a strategic agreement on how the funds will be spent
to support national brand marketing.

The funds have been focussed upon publicity and
promotional campaigns to trade and consumers and
through co-operative advertising designed:

• To reach out to consumers in the marketplace
• To encourage business linkages between the

tourist industry and the travel trade in target
markets

The core marketing activity is a global communications
campaign which was devised following extensive
consumer and trade research and targeted at Britain,
North America, Germany, France, Netherlands
Australia and Italy. These seven markets account for
87% of visitor revenue. Advertising accounts for almost
half the budget. Advertising is conducted in eight
markets (the seven above, plus Sweden) using TV,
print and internet. The target groups are General
Holidaymakers (75% of the Irish market) and City
Breaks, Special Interest holidays and Conference/
Incentive.
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(i) Critical Success Factor Tourism Products and Services

(ii) Theme or Initiative Regional Airports

(iii) Rationale and
Relevance to Scotland

• Need to increase access to Scotland by air
• New consumer demands requiring access to local

or regional airports
• Growth of low-cost airlines
• Need to increase capacity of Scotland’s airports

(iv) Exemplar West Country

(v) Other Case Studies Austria, Catalonia, Ireland, Italy

(vi) Description of
Exemplar

In March 2002 the low-cost airline, Ryanair,
established a new route from London Stansted to
Newquay in Cornwall in collaboration with Cornwall
County Council who have developed Newquay Airport
jointly with the Ministry of Defence. This follows the
development of regional airports at Bristol, Exeter,
Plymouth, Bournemouth and at Gloucester in the near
future.

Ryanair was motivated by potential demand resulting
from the success of the Eden Project and the general
revitalisation of the region’s tourism industry. Ryanair
is considering increasing the service to twice a day in
the New Year on the basis of the success in the first
six months. As a result of the performance of Ryanair
and the overall appeal of Eden, Swiss Airlines have
operated 15 Saturday flights with SAAB 2000 this
Summer and Austrian Air will be doing the same in
2003.

Cornwall County Council estimates that between 5
April 2002 and 31 August 2002 some 43,700
passengers to Cornwall used the London Stansted to
Newquay service, with 70% inbound to Cornwall.
They estimate an average stay of three to four nights,
with an average per capita spend per visit of between
£300 and £400. The total spend in the county in this
five month period is estimated at in excess of direct
and indirect spending in the region of £20 million and
over £40 million for the full year.

Anecdotal evidence suggests that many visitors are
first-time visitors to Cornwall and a significant number
are loyal Ryanair customers. The service has been
the main trigger to provoke a visit.

It is widely acknowledged that the service has brought
direct economic benefit across the tourism industry
with all sectors, especially hotels, doing extra
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business.
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Critical Success Factor 4: Business Development

Exemplars: Ireland
Cumbria

Themes or Initiatives: Business Advice and
Enterprise Support
Visitor Pay Back
Schemes
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(i) Critical Success Factor Business Development

(ii) Theme or Initiative Business Advice and Enterprise Support

(iii) Rationale and
Relevance to Scotland

• Essential to develop professionalism and quality
• Particular need for SMEs
• Likely to improve business viability
• Direct linkages to local action to achieve national

targets

(iv) Exemplar Ireland

(v) Other Case Studies Catalonia, Denmark, Ontario

(vi) Description of
Exemplar

Bord Fáilte has a long tradition of working closely with
its industry: more so than any of the UK national
tourist boards. The recent changes in Ireland that
have brought about the establishment of Tourism
Ireland Ltd have resulted in the creation of a new
development agency for the tourism industry.

Future success is highly dependant on the quality,
range and competitiveness of facilities and the quality
and levels of service, supported by effective,
consumer-led marketing programmes and the
enhancement of the overall business capability of the
industry. Excellence in the physical design and quality
of tourism products and good investment planning
must be matched with equally good operational
planning and delivery of services. If operational
standards do not match the physical quality of
facilities, then the market potential of these facilities,
from both overseas and from within Ireland, will not be
realised.

The Government had decided that a compelling case
exists for streamlining and integrating the delivery of
the State's activities in supporting and promoting
product marketing and development, human resource
development and training in the tourism industry. In
the wake of the establishment of Tourism Ireland
Limited, the Government decided that the best
approach would be to amalgamate Bord Fáilte and
CERT to form a new development agency.  The goal
is to ensure that the Irish tourism industry can avail of
support from a strong and well-resourced agency with
a clear mandate to take whatever actions are
appropriate to enhance the range, competitiveness
and quality of products and services that will help the
industry to sustain and increase its market share in
well-defined market areas. Building a new tourism
development agency on the extensive and proven
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range and depth of knowledge, skills and experience
that exist within Bord Fáilte and CERT at present, and
enhancing these as appropriate, provides an exciting
prospect of a highly-effective, highly-regarded new
body for the development of tourism in Ireland in the
years ahead.

The integration and expansion of functions within the
new agency should facilitate the delivery of a
comprehensive, "one-stop-shop" service to industry
with a wider range of streamlined programmes and
services to support the future development of the
sector.

As a result, Bord Fáilte now views Enterprise Support
as its core competence. The activities it undertakes
under this heading include:

• Information

• Internet marketing development

• Niche marketing

• Trade and media visits

• Workshops

• Setting standards

• Trade and consumer promotions

• SME development programme

• Tourism product development scheme

• Domestic marketing
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(i) Critical Success Factor Business Development

(ii) Theme or Initiative Visitor Pay Back Schemes

(iii) Rationale and
Relevance to Scotland

• The conservation of Scotland’s natural
environment is vital to the future of tourism

• Visitors need to be encouraged to support
conservation programmes

• Tourism business should share in the
responsibility for this effort

(iv) Exemplar Cumbria

(v) Other Case Studies Austria

(vi) Description of
Exemplar

The need for an improved partnership approach
between the conservation bodies, the tourism industry
and visitors to the Lake District National Park has
resulted in the establishment of an experimental
‘visitor-pay-back’ scheme. This initiative has worked
well in those situations where visitors see a direct,
immediate, and positive impact of their contributions to
local environmental projects.

The Lake District Tourism and Conservation
Partnership is based on the principle of funding
conservation through tourism. As such, it has created
a direct link connecting visitors, the tourism industry
and other businesses with the conservation
organisations in charge of protecting and enhancing
the landscape and managing the impact of visitor
pressure. The Partnership was established in 1993
and its aim is to raise funds from visitors and tourism
related businesses to maintain and enhance the Lake
District.

Since 1997, the Partnership is an independent, non-
profit distributing company limited by guarantee. The
Board of Directors include representatives from both
The National Trust and Cumbria Tourist Board, with
The Lake District National Park Authority acting as
advisor to the Board.

The membership structure includes members (who
can adopt a conservation project), corporate
members (who can sponsor essential conservation
work), and associate members with fees ranging from
£19.50 to £1,000 p.a. Benefits include use of the
Partnership logo, marketing support, access to
conservation projects, etc.

The Partnership operates Visitor Payback, which
works in different ways with the most effective being
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the ‘opt-in’ and ‘opt-out’ scheme. This scheme offers
visitors the opportunity of making a voluntary
contribution which has already been included in the
overall cost of their stay by enabling them to indicate
their willingness to ‘opt-in’ or ‘opt-out’ to the £1
donation scheme.

Fundraising during the period 2000-01 came to
£73,000 and £62,000 in 2001-02 (as a direct result of
the area’s problems related to the foot and mouth
crisis).
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Scotland: The Case Study

Country Profile Scotland

Name of Country Scotland

Population 5.1 million

Size 81,611 km square

General Background Scotland is a country traditionally renowned for its beautiful
landscapes, friendly people and historic and cultural interest. These
remain some of the primary reasons motivating tourist trips.

Although Scotland’s heritage continues to attract tourists, the recent
phenomenon of low-cost airlines has contributed to increasing
numbers of visitors to the modern, cosmopolitan cities of Glasgow
and Edinburgh.

In contrast to the castles, mountains and lochs of the countryside,
Scotland’s most populous and industrialised cities offer a plethora of
restaurants, bars, shops, hotels, art galleries and museums and
auditoriums. Such attractions make Glasgow and Edinburgh popular
short-break and convention tourism destinations.

Tourism is one of Scotland’s largest industries. It employs 193,000
people, 8.7% of the workforce and injects £4 billion annually into the
Scottish economy.

With the recent establishment in 1999 of the Scottish Parliament,
Scotland is a country of diverse cultural, economic and political
interest. It is this mix of traditional and contemporary that continues
to attract the primary markets of the UK and the USA throughout the
year to Scotland.

However, although described by Henry McLeish in A New Strategy
for Scottish Tourism in 2000 as a country with the assets to become
‘a world class destination’, the reality is that in the face of global
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competition, Scottish tourism has been in steady decline for the past
ten years.

Scottish tourism is affected by global issues such as international
terrorism, the threat of war, and the impacts of exchange rates and
E-commerce. In addition, the tourism industry in Scotland must
contend with the limited status and political commitment assigned to
it, limited funding for the marketing of tourism, and transport issues
including increased petrol prices and limited direct air access.

Volume of Tourism

All tourist arrivals 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 %97-01
(million) 23.3 21.0 20.4 20.7 19.1 -18.0

Overseas tourist arrivals 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 %97-01
(Million) 2.1 2.1 1.9 1.7 1.6 -23.8

UK tourist arrivals 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 %97-01
(Million) 21.2 18.9 18.5 19.0 17.5 -17.5

Source: www.scotexchange.net

UK Tourist Arrivals
(Million)

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001

Scotland 5.5 4.3 5.2 10.1 8.7
Wales 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.34 0.34
Northern Ireland 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.45 0.47
England 5.2 5.2 5.0 8.0 8.0

Total 11.1 9.8 10.5 19.0 17.5

Source: VisitScotland
Please note: statistics before 2000 not comparable due to different survey

All tourist nights spent 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 %97-01
(million) 97.3 90.3 85.3 84.8 78.2 -19.6

Overseas tourist nights spent 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 %97-01
(million) 19.4 19.9 15.9 14.4 15.0 -22.7

UK tourist nights spent 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 %97-01
(million) 77.9 70.4 69.4 70.4 63.2 -18.9

Source: VisitScotland
Please note: statistics before 20000 not comparable due to different survey
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UK Tourist Nights Spent 
(Million)

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001

Scotland 19.9 14.2 18.6 30.6 26.2
Wales 1.3 0.9 0.8 1.8 1.9
Northern Ireland 1.0 0.6 0.7 1.8 1.6
England 26.3 28.1 26.2 36.3 33.5

Total 48.5 43.9 46.2 70.4 63.2

Source: VisitScotland
Note: Statistics before 2000 are not comparable due to different survey

UK Trips
Overseas 

Trips

Type of accommodation used Friends/relations 42 29
(2001)(%)

Hotel/motel/guest house 33 48

Self-catering/rented 7 3

B&B 9 17

Touring caravan/camp static caravan 5 N/A

Youth hostel/school/university 1

Other 3 0
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Value of Tourism

All tourist expenditure 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001
(£million) 4,587 4434 4,417 4,488 4,169

Overseas tourist expenditure 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001
(£million) 863 944 817 789 757

UK tourist expenditure 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001
(£million) 3,724 3,490 3,600 3699.0 3,412

Notes:
Revised figures used for UK figures
Prices are historic

Source: www.scotexchange.net

Value of Tourism

UK Tourist Expenditure (£m) 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001

Scotland 555 353 412 1,374 1,160
Wales 46 35 37 81 104
Northern Ireland 55 38 42 117 134
England 1,034 1,110 1,176 2,126 2,014

Total 1,690 1,536 1,667 3,699 3,412

Source: VisitScotland
Notes: 
Statistics before 2000 not comparable due to different survey
Spend historic

Value of tourism as a 
percentage of GDP Travel and tourism industry GDP=5% of total GDP

Tourism employment

In 2000 tourism related employment accounted for 193,000 
people or 9% of the Scottish workforce and sustained many 
small businesses and rural communities. 
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Employment in Tourism related industries in Scotland 2000

Description Total (’000)

Hotels 46.7
Camping sites 3.9
Restaurants 46.4
Bars 42.4
Activities of travel agencies 8.5
Library, archives and museums 8.9
Sporting activities 25.1
Other recreational activities 11.3
Total tourism related industries 193.2
All industries and services 2,229.0

Tourism related as % of all Scottish employment 8.7%

Source: Annual Business Inquiry 2000

Tourism related Employment by Area Tourist Board

Tourism Employment All
Tourism as % of 

all

Aberdeen and Grampian 19,354 281,253 6.9
Angus and the City of Dundee 8,586 108,308 7.9
Argyll, the Isles, Loch Lomond, 
Stirling and the Trossachs 22,214 197,468 11.2
Ayrshire and Arran 13,192 123,913 10.6
Dumfries and Galloway 5,689 57,008 10
Edinburgh and Lothian 32,732 409,373 8
Greater Glasgow and Clyde Valley 54,703 717,832 7.6
Highlands of Scotland 13,679 78,687 17.4
Kingdom of Fife 9,811 127,480 7.7
Perthshire 7,744 57,019 13.6
Scottish Borders 2,453 41,913 5.9
Islands ATBs 3,084 28,925 10.7
All of Scotland 193,240 2,229,199 8.7

These figures include self-employment, which was estimated at 15,100 in 2000
Source: www.scotexchange.net
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In Summary

In 2001, 19.1 million tourists visited Scotland, spending over 78
million nights worth over £4 billion.

Tourism in Scotland supports around 9% of all employment,
providing around 193,000 jobs, the highest percentage of which are
employed in hotels and restaurants. This figure increases to 17.4%
of all employment and over 13,000 jobs in the Highlands of Scotland.
92% of all tourists to Scotland originate in the UK, overseas tourists
accounting for the remaining 8%. Of these overseas tourist trips, the
USA accounts for 27%.
Scotland is primarily a short-break destination with 90% of UK trips
lasting for 7 nights or less.
The Highlands, Edinburgh and Glasgow attract the majority of tourist
arrivals with the most popular attractions and activities being listed
as castles and monuments, hillwalking and visiting art galleries,
museums and heritage centres.
Business tourism in Scotland has been a growth sector for the past
10 years.

Organisation of Tourism

Main government organisation(s) VisitScotland
involved in marketing and promotion
of tourism It is the Development of Tourism Act 1969 that provides the

legislative basis of the UK national tourist structure, which
includes the British Tourist Authority and the national tourist
boards for England, Wales and Scotland.

The British Tourist Authority was assigned sole
responsibility for promoting Britain overseas, and was to
deal with issues and advise ministers and public bodies on
tourism matters relating to Britain as a whole. The English,
Scottish and Wales Tourist Boards were assigned similar
advisory duties and were charged with the marketing of their
own area within the UK. Specifically, the Development of
Tourism Act gave VisitScotland the right to:

� Promote and undertake publicity in any form;
� Provide advisory and information services;
� Promote and undertake research.

Until a review and reorganisation of the tourism structures in
1993 by the secretary of state for Scotland, VisitScotland
had also provided financial assistance for tourism projects.
At this time, this responsibility for the provision of financial
assistance was moved to the national development
agencies of Scottish Enterprise (SEn), the Highlands and
Islands Enterprise (HIE) and local enterprise companies. In
an exchange of responsibilities, VisitScotland assumed
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SEn’s and HIE’s responsibility for the marketing and
coordinating of the 14 Area Tourist Board activities, and the
marketing of Scotland.
As such, VisitScotland remains the principal government
agency responsible for the promotion and development of
Scottish tourism. Specifically, VisitScotland’s role is to work
with the industry to achieve:

� Better market positioning for Scotland through
more forceful national brand and product
marketing;

� Improved consumer focus in Scottish tourism
through providing improved sales channels to the
industry and improved guidance and support;

� Enhanced status of the industry through a more
cohesive communications programme to promote
wide understanding of tourism and its contribution
to the national economy.

VisitScotland has identified five key priorities to ensure the
future success of tourism in Scotland:
(i) An ambitious, clearly articulated vision with

measurable targets and objectives;
(ii) Sustained targeted investment in marketing;
(iii) Improved quality throughout the industry;
(iv) Greater direct access with improved, integrated

transport;
(v) Developing customer focused e-commerce

marketing solution.

VisitScotland is currently emerging from a period of change
and restructuring involving departmental change, the
establishment of a new management team, established in
2001, and the introduction of a new marketing strategy.

The ‘Tourism Framework for Action’ sets out the respective
responsibilities of public sector agencies in the development
of the industry in Scotland.

Name of Scottish Executive Education Department
department responsible
for Tourism

Tourism Minister Mike Watson MSP, Minister responsible for Tourism,
Culture and Sport.

Summary of bodies involved Local Level
in tourism development Area Tourist Boards: Each of the 14 ATBs is constituted

as a statutory body and provides the focus for tourism
activity at the local level, with a core responsibility for
providing customer information services; marketing the local
area; enlisting the support of the local commercial tourist
sector and providing opportunities for local trade partners
through membership development; developing and
implementing Area Tourism Strategies. The Minister has
recently completed a review of the ATB network and the
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results of this review are soon to be announced. The key is
not the number or composition of ATBs but rather that they
have relevance to consumer demands and consolidate
Scotland’s market position. There needs to be a clear
understanding of roles and responsibilities.

Local Authorities: They currently supply the main source
of funding for the ATBs, as well as providing a wide range of
services to businesses and visitors. Local Authorities have
responsibility for roads, planning, tourism signposting,
health and safety and licensing. They control the main
public amenities such as museums and galleries, theatres,
parks and sporting facilities and conference facilities. As a
result, LAs have a legitimate and crucial role to play in
tourism in Scotland.

Local Enterprise Companies: The 22 LECs operating
throughout Scotland have responsibility for supporting local
businesses or individuals in: business development
(planning, marketing advice, financial help, product
development and quality improvement); skills development
(individual or company training support and delivery of
specialist training programmes); environmental
improvements (investing in landscape enhancements within
industrial areas and in areas of scenic potential or
environmental significance).

Scottish Level
Scottish Executive: Tourism is part of the Education
department, the full remit of which includes tourism, sport,
culture, the arts and Gaelic.

VisitScotland: Generates jobs and wealth for Scotland
through the promotion and development of tourism; leads
the tourism industry and provides strategic guidance.

Scottish Enterprise: The main aim of SE is to work with
parties in the private sector and other public sector bodies in
order to contribute to projects, which are of economic
benefit to Scotland. This includes assisting in business start-
ups and helping existing companies to grow; promoting and
encouraging exporting and attracting inward investment;
developing knowledge and skills and providing the means to
do so.

Scottish Enterprise has identified tourism as a key industry
cluster and is moving to support a limited range of strategic
projects designed to uplift the tourism economy. This will be
done in association with VisitScotland.
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Highlands and Islands Enterprise: acts as government’s
strategic development agency for the northern and western
parts of Scotland. Developing tourism in the area is
pursued by HIE through three strategic objectives: growing
businesses; developing skills; strengthening communities.

Scottish Tourism Forum: Provides the private sector with
a platform to be involved in national planning and
management in Scotland; forum membership comprises
mostly trade associations in the tourism and hospitality
sector, marketing groups, corporate groups involved in
tourism and hospitality careers and skills, as well as the
National Galleries, National Museums and the National
Trust for Scotland.

Other public bodies impacting on tourism
The Forestry Commission, Historic Scotland, the Scottish
Arts Council, Scottish Natural Heritage, Scottish Museums
Council, Sportscotland, and the Tourism and the
Environment Forum.

UK Level
Westminster: The Department for Culture, Media and
Sport has responsibility for tourism in the UK.

British Tourist Authority: Principal functions include: to
advise the Government on tourism matters which affect the
UK; to help UK trade reach overseas markets; to encourage
the provision and improvement of tourism facilities and
amenities in the UK; to work with the national tourist boards
of Scotland, England, Wales and Northern Ireland in
promoting an attractive image of the UK; to gather and
disseminate market intelligence for the UK tourism industry.

90% of tourism business comes from the UK. For the
remaining 10% that come from overseas, the BTA fulfils a
valuable job across a large number of countries and
VisitScotland works with them on a variety of ways to
ensure that we achieve effective market penetration for
Scotland. How we use the capacity that the BTA has varies
depending on the nature of the market. VisitScotland is
responsible for marketing Scotland overseas, but we rely on
the BTA to support the implementation on the ground.

European Level
European Union: European funding through the European
Regional Development Fund has been crucial in enabling
millions of pounds worth of tourism projects to be
implemented including major projects to marketing
initiatives.
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Financial Support

Amount of state aid made Spend on Tourism
available to support tourism £ million

VisitScotland                3.3 (2002/2003)
BTA   5
SE/HIE   26  (2001/2002)
Local authorities   8     (annually)
Historic Scotland   8
National Museums N/A
European Union N/A
Heritage Lottery Fund 73.2
Arts Council Lottery Fund  7.9

N.B. SE also spends on skills and other projects that are not always related to tourism which can
distort the picture

Source: Benchmarking Study, Attractions Survey, VisitScotland.

Special taxes supporting No
Tourism, or tax incentives for
tourism development

Secondary taxes on tourism goods, The standard tax rate in the UK is 17.5%, and one of
e.g. VAT; reclaiming by the lowest reduced tax rates in Europe at 5%.
international visitors VisitScotland believes that a tourism tax, for example in the

form of a bed tax, is presently not in the best interests of the
tourist or the tourism industry. We believe that such a tax
would harm the industry’s competitiveness, reduce
investment and damage moves to enhance quality and
standards throughout the industry.
Scotland is already regarded as a high-cost destination and
care needs to be taken that further burdens are not placed
on the industry and ultimately the consumer. According to
the latest issue of the WTTC Tax Barometer, the UK is the
2nd most highly taxed destination for tourism out of the 52
destinations surveyed – already taxation takes 22% of all
expenditure by tourists in the UK.

Reviews and Reports

Recent reviews and reports Following the establishment of the Scottish Parliament, the
Scottish Executive introduced in 2000 A New Strategy for
Scottish Tourism. The strategy stated that ‘Scotland has the
assets to be a world class tourist destination’, provided the
industry is modern, customer focused, embraces the culture
of lifelong learning and provides high quality service. The
strategy identified 5 key areas where the tourism industry
should improve in order to realise the full potential of the
sector:
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1. to keep up to date with latest technology as a means of
understanding the demands of customers and
communicating with them effectively.

2. to improve the marketing of Scotland, to persuade
Scottish people to holiday in their own country and to
develop niche markets to encourage more foreign
visitors to Scotland.

3. to improve quality in the industry by displaying charges
and prices clearly; creating quality advisers through the
Scottish Tourist Board; producing a national transport
timetable.

4. to improve skills and service quality through the
establishment of an industry-let Tourism Skills Body,
and by increasing the number of tourism workers with
modern apprenticeships.

5. to improve the structure of tourism funding in Scotland
to promote collaboration and avoid duplication.

Targets are set in this strategy to measure the success of
these areas and all other initiatives contained in the tourism
strategy, in order to improve the tourism industry.

Following a shift in departmental portfolios in November
2001, the responsibility for tourism was moved from the
Scottish Executive Department of Enterprise and Lifelong
Learning to the Education Department. In March 2002, Mike
Watson MSP, Minister for Tourism, Culture and Sport
announced the results of a review of the Tourism Strategy in
the Tourism Framework for Action 2002:2005.
This identified three priorities for the development of tourism
in Scotland: Market position (development of a better and
stronger position with clearly defined brands and products to
appeal to and meet customer needs); Consumer focus (to
drive quality standards, develop new and enhanced
products and services, improve customer research and
skills in the industry; Enhanced status of tourism (to ensure
the recognition of the importance of tourism to the Scottish
economy).
The document describes the ‘next steps’ in the process as
follows:

� The Scottish Executive and VisitScotland will lead
on the development of a measurement framework
for these actions to produce targets, key
performance indicators and corresponding
measures;

� A Steering Group, chaired by the Minister for
Tourism, Culture and Sport will be formed to
oversee the progress of the Tourism Framework for
Action 2002:2005;

� VisitScotland will chair an Implementation Group to
monitor actions, engage with industry and advise
the Steering Group;

� A series of events will be organised, with the
intention of engaging Scotland’s tourism industry
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and increasing mutual understanding of each
organisation’s roles and responsibilities.

VisitScotland will soon be publishing its 2002/3 to 2004/5
Business Plan that will articulate how its objectives will be
achieved.

Annual report VisitScotland Annual Report and Accounts 2000-2001.

Special Schemes

Unique or special schemes Business Development:
to support tourism Scottish Enterprise Support for Tourism Businesses, in

ensuring future success of the tourism sector, provides any
business involved in tourism in the SE area with access to a
range of business support services to:

� Set up a new business;
� Develop innovative and enhanced products and

services;
� Develop staff to build the business and to improve

management skills;
� To maximise the benefits of the internet and e-

commerce for businesses.

In June 2002, an industry driven partnership of business
leaders and public agencies formed the Tourism Innovation
Group to work to identify potential areas of action and
communications and through strong leadership, strengthen
other commercial operators into taking actions to add value
to the quality, scope and success of tourism businesses.

Research: The knowledge transfer group, Tourism
Knowledge Scotland, comprising representatives from all
universities in Scotland with expertise in tourism, recently
launched a searchable database and research material.
Available at www.scotexchange.net, this will be available for
the tourism industry and researchers.

Access and transport Road Network and Public Transport
The remote character of Scotland as a tourism destination
makes access and transport vital to the success of the
tourism product and has resulted in a reliance on road
transportation. This, combined with the traditional UK
government emphasis on improving the road transportation
system, has ‘left Britain with an inferior public transport
system, which proves a disadvantage in the effort to attract
tourism, especially in direct competition with neighbouring
European nations (Innes, 1998:170).
In fact, A Survey of the Facilities at Britain’s main ports-of-
entry (British Tourist Authority, 2000) reveals that Scottish
transport facilities are considered inadequate with respect to
tourist transport expectations.
There is an essential requirement for a modernised, reliable
and integrated transportation network in order to disperse
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tourists to remote rural areas in Scotland and to compete in
world markets.
Airports
In July 2002, the UK government launched a wide-ranging
consultation on the future of air traffic in the UK. With the
numbers of people passing through Scottish airports set to
increase in the next ten years, the consultation suggests the
need for potential new runways at Glasgow and Edinburgh
airports, the upgrading of all Scottish airports such as
Aberdeen, Prestwick and Inverness, the scope to develop a
hub airport, the potential to develop a stronger network of
regional airports in association with low cost providers and
ways of maintaining air services in the Highlands and
Islands. However, it is considered by the Scottish Tourism
Forum that the primary priority should be the creation of
direct rail links to Edinburgh and Glasgow airports.
Currently, Prestwick airport is the only Scottish airport
served by a direct rail link, which is unacceptable in
comparison with other European destinations.
In comparison to our competitors, Scotland suffers from a
deficit of direct air flights. At the latest count, Ireland has 34
direct routes to Europe (excluding the UK) and 17 to North
America. Scotland currently has only 15 direct routes to
Europe and three North American routes.
Ports
In May 2002, Jack McConnell launched a new direct link
from Rosyth to Zeebrugge. Superfast ferries will operate
twice daily between the Fife terminal and the Belgian port.
A one-way crossing is expected to take 17 hours and the
ferries will carry a mixture of freight transport and car
passengers. This new direct ferry link to Europe is
expected to benefit Scottish tourism.
Canals
In October 2002 the first document discussing the future of
Scotland’s Canals: An Asset for the Future was published.
One of the main aims of the document is to increase public
awareness of canals in order to increase use through
tourism and leisure.

Training Tourism People
As part of A New Strategy for Scottish Tourism, a new
Tourism Skills group has been established by the Scottish
Executive, known as Tourism People. The Group will lead a
new effort to develop skills that the tourism industry will
need to ensure future competitiveness. The remit of the
Group will include: developing a shared vision of quality
service, founded on an industry-wide commitment to
understanding and meeting the needs of customers;
increasing demand for management and other skills
training, driven by improved customer and market
awareness and greater recognition of core skills
requirements; promoting a better understanding of and
response to customer needs especially in the area of
service quality; and promoting better terms and conditions,
employment practices and learning and career
opportunities.
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The new Group will have a key role to play in: promoting the
uptake of 1000 Modern Apprenticeships in the tourism
industry by 2003; promoting the uptake of 5000 individual
learning accounts by 2002; working with the industry, SQA
and the FE and HE sectors to identify and develop ‘centres
of training excellence’ in the tourism sector; and developing
and promoting a mentoring scheme for tourism businesses.

Training for Work
This programme is operated by Local Enterprise
Companies and provides support to employers to recruit
and train potential employees who are currently
unemployed. It aims to provide job-related training to assist
them to gain the necessary experience and skills to enable
them to find and keep employment, and/or gain a
Vocational Qualification, which will help to secure a job.

Sport The ScottishGolf Tourism Executive, comprising
the main golf and tourism agencies and the private sector
(VisitScotland, Scottish Golf Union, SE, HIE, regional golf
groups, ATBs, LECs, golf courses partnerships) has been
established to develop A New Strategy for Scottish Golf
Tourism and to lead the implementation of the strategy. The
strategy intends to grow golf tourism, which, according to
Mike Watson, tourism minister, is currently worth £120
million a year, at a level 1% higher then the national tourism
growth rate.

Environment Recent research on visitor attitudes to Scotland show
conclusively that the environment is considered Scotland’s
primary tourism asset. The Tourism and Environment
Forum works in the following areas: delivering market
research; promoting environmental best practice; ensuring
sustainable use of key resources; encouraging an
integrated approach to tourism and environmental
opportunities. Current work includes wildlife tourism and
environmental management for tourism businesses, in
addition to examining training and capacity issues. The
Forum currently oversees the Green Tourism Business
Scheme, an accreditation scheme for Scottish tourism
businesses launched by Quality Assurance at the Scottish
Tourist Board.

Marketing The main aims of VisitScotland’s marketing teams is to
increase the overall number of visitors to Scotland and to
encourage them to travel widely throughout the country.
The Live it. VisitScotland campaign has two main
objectives: to position Scotland in the minds of consumers
as a ‘must visit’ destination; and to make it easier for
consumers to find what they want to visit in Scotland.
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VisitScotland’s national product portfolio includes Active
Scotland, Freedom of Scotland, Cities, Culture and
Business Tourism, which incorporate niche strategies.

VisitScotland’s Group Brand Marketing team works to
promote Scotland as an attractive holiday destination. The
main aims of the team are: to raise awareness of Scotland
as a tourist destination; to increase the intention of people to
visit Scotland; and to convert the intention into actual visits.

Group Brand Marketing undertakes various promotional
activities throughout the year, including: generic TV
advertising to raise awareness of Scotland as a destination;
press advertising, indirect and direct marketing campaigns
to generate responses; the two major branding campaigns
in the UK, Spring into Summer and Autumn Gold;
development and implementation of Brand Plans and
promotional activity for the key product portfolio; and various
trade events and exhibitions. Current at the time of writing
was the Autumn Gold 2002 campaign, on which
VisitScotland will spend £1.5 million. This UK wide multi-
media campaign will include TV, Direct Marketing, Online
and Sales Promotions.

The Scottish Convention Bureau, the Business Tourism
department of VisitScotland promotes Scotland as an
attractive destination for conferences, meetings and
incentives.

Name and details of key contacts VisitScotland

23 Ravelston Terrace,

Edinburgh

EH4 3TP

Chief Executive: Philip Riddle

Philip.riddle@visitscotland.com

Director of Marketing: Malcolm Roughead

Malcolm.roughead@visitscotland.com

Websites:

VisitScotland: www.visitscotland.com
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Scottish Executive: www.scotland.gov.uk

Scottish Tourism Forum: www.stforum.co.uk

Scottish Enterprise: www.scottish-enterprise.com

Highlands and Islands Enterprise: www.hie.com

Tourism and Environment Forum: www.greentourism.org

Forestry commission: www.forestry.gov.uk

Historic Scotland: www.historic-scotland.gov.uk

Scottish Arts Council: www.sac.org.uk

Scottish Natural Heritage: www.snh.org.uk

Sportscotland: www.sportscotland.org.uk

British Tourist Authority: www.bta.com
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EL/02/29/11

Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Committee

Meeting 13 November 2002

Tourism Inquiry: Analysis of online questionnaires

This paper provides members with an analysis of the responses received via the
online questionnaire.  The full transcripts of the questionnaires will be circulated to
members separately.

Recommendation

The Committee is invited to note the contents of this analysis.

Simon Watkins
Clerk
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EL/02/29/11

Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Committee

Meeting 13 November 2002

Tourism Inquiry: Analysis of online questionnaires

Introduction

The Tourism Inquiry online questionnaire was designed to offer an opportunity to a
wide selection of interested parties to discuss the issues raised by the Enterprise
and Lifelong Learning Committee’s Inquiry. The Committee was particularly
interested in receiving responses from tourism SMEs, and this approach seems to
have been a reasonably successful method of gathering this information. A
questionnaire was produced using the questions asked by the Committee as part
of the inquiry remit, and made available on the Committee’s website. The
Committee received 34 questionnaires from a range of organisations:

Tour Operators – 10 Hotels / B & Bs – 10
Learning Providers – 4 Support Organisations – 4
Business Forums – 2 Sports Clubs – 1
National Park Management – 1 Unspecified – 2

1. In your view how effective is VisitScotland in promoting Scotland?

Poor

7

Fair

15

Good

7

Excellent

0

Overview: Although the majority of respondents replied ‘fair’ or ‘good’, and the
success of VisitScotland’s current marketing policy was applauded, there were
also concerns raised regarding VisitScotland’s effectiveness. One main concern
was its ability to market geographically remote destinations, as well as ’niche
market’ products.

There was support for VisitScotland’s current marketing strategy, including the
separation of the product into specific brands, and the recent ‘Senses’ campaign.
It was suggested that more could have been done to secure industry ownership,
which would have helped to co-ordinate public and private marketing strategies.

There was concern over VisitScotland’s ability to take a holistic approach to the
marketing of Scotland, particularly with regard to the area of niche interests such
as activities. Questions were raised over the extent to which the advertising of
niche areas was reaching its target market, and also of the level to which
VisitScotland is promoting the more geographically remote areas of Scotland.

Further concerns raised included the extent to which Scotland was being
effectively promoted abroad, particularly in comparison with the promotion of
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Ireland. The accuracy and availability of the information provided by VisitScotland
was also questioned.

2.i.) Do you agree with the current roles of VisitScotland, the Enterprise
agencies and the British Tourist Authority? If not, what would you support?

Overview: The major concern about current roles was that there might be
confusion about where the boundaries of each individual organisation lie. With
VisitScotland, this confusion applies both to its marketing of Scotland abroad, and
to its ability to support the tourism industry within Scotland.

It was noted that there might be too much reliance by VisitScotland on the British
Tourist Authority to market Scotland abroad, particularly in the United States, and
that better worldwide promotion of Scotland is required, perhaps by seconding
staff from VisitScotland to British Tourist Authority offices overseas. It was
suggested that a decision must be made to either promote Scotland in its own
right, or remain within the British brand.

Concern was raised over the number of agencies providing support, and it was
suggested that this might be a source of confusion for organisations seeking
assistance. A ‘one stop shop’ approach was suggested as a means of avoiding
this. There was also concern that the boundaries between VisitScotland, the
Enterprise agencies and the British Tourist Authority are not clearly defined. A
specific suggestion was made that the responsibility for funding improvement of
tourism businesses should be returned from the Enterprise agencies to
VisitScotland.

The view was expressed that VisitScotland and the Local Enterprise agencies
showed little understanding of how small businesses are run. It was suggested
that the support offered during the outbreak of Foot and Mouth disease was mainly
funding for marketing, which many businesses did not perceive as being among
their most crucial requirements at this time. More generally, it was suggested that
a more creative approach should be taken to marketing.

ii.) Do these organisations support your work in any way? Could they do
more, and if so what?

Overview: While there were positive comments made regarding the support
available from these organisations, there were also concerns expressed over the
extent to which they engage in consultation with members of the industry, and the
extent to which VisitScotland meets the requirements of the industry.

While it was noted that both VisitScotland and Scottish Enterprise provide good
training materials, it was suggested that more training could be provided. The
Further Education sector was alluded to as providing a useful model for training
purposes.

Concern was expressed that support for existing attractions may have been
diverted to developing new attractions, and that this was potentially a high-risk
strategy. It was also suggested that there might be a need to develop a cohesive
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strategy between key stakeholders, in order to maximise the potential of the
divergent cultures of public and private sectors and take full advantage of all the
different bodies currently providing support to the tourism industry.

Concern was expressed that the volume of interest generated by the VisitScotland
website might be insufficient to meet the needs of the industry.

VisitScotland

Particular concerns were expressed with regard to VisitScotland, relating to its
commercial acumen and its willingness to engage in consultation. VisitScotland’s
understanding of the commercial reality of running small businesses was also
questioned. The view was also expressed that VisitScotland was making policy
decisions without due consultation with members of the industry. It was suggested
that VisitScotland could work more in partnership with the Enterprise agencies. It
was also suggested that more resources could be made available to VisitScotland,
solely for the purpose of marketing.

Enterprise Agencies

Several respondents welcomed support from the Enterprise Agencies. Other
support needs identified were the distribution of information, and the central co-
ordination of activities and training. The importance of consultation with local
businesses in order to define their needs was noted. It was the view of some
respondents that small businesses have little time to research what support is
available, and it was suggested that identifying and addressing the training
requirements of SMEs should be a priority for the Enterprise Agencies. The central
co-ordination and promotion of local events and training initiatives was noted as
activity that a Local Enterprise Company had in the past provided, and should
reintroduce.

British Tourism Authority

The majority of respondents referred to an ‘English bias’, or a ‘lack of interest in
Scotland’. It was also noted however that BTA was a good source of research and
marketing information.

3.i.) How would you rate your local Area Tourist Board?

Poor

1

Fair

9

Good

13

Excellent

1

Overview: The importance of Area Tourist Boards, their access to local
expertise, and potential ability to centrally co-ordinate services was noted.
Concerns regarding ATBs related to their ability to distribute information, a
perceived lack of both commercial acumen, and willingness to engage in
consultation with the industry.
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The points were made that ATBs had access to the kind of local expertise that
could not be provided by a more central body, and that they also had a role to play
in encouraging co-operation between small businesses. One concern raised was
that it would be useful for there to be an easier means for companies who deliver
services across all of Scotland to gain coherent support from the appropriate
ATBs.

The effect of Area Tourist Boards’ information distribution was raised as a
concern. It was perceived that advertising space in many publications generally
went to large firms who had access to the necessary finance. It was also reported
that Tourist Information Centres used space to sell souvenirs that could otherwise
be used for providing information. The point was raised that flagship new
attractions were sometimes promoted to the detriment of smaller organisations,
and at the expense of reinvestment to support existing attractions. It was also
suggested that ATBs could investigate the provision of some services to non-
members.

Concern was also expressed about the level of commercial ability displayed by
Area Tourist Boards. One example of this was the failure of a particular Tourist
Information Centre to respond to the demand of visitors for postcards and stamps
to be sold in Euros. The question was raised over how closely ATBs should
consult with their members, and it was pointed out that the Industry Engagement
Working Group of the Area Tourist Boards was made up only of staff from
VisitScotland and the Area Tourist Boards. Suggested potential solutions to the
problem of insufficient consultation with the tourism industry included the
privatisation of ATBs, and movement to a system where the number of votes each
member of the ATB received was in direct proportion to the economic scale of
their business.

4.) What impact have the following events had on business?

i.) The outbreak of foot-and mouth disease last year?

Overview: Respondents noted that Tourism businesses had suffered quite
considerably following the outbreak of foot-and-mouth disease, (FMD) and a
feeling that there had been insufficient or inappropriate compensation for losses
incurred was also prevalent.

It was noted that the loss of access to the countryside as a result of the FMD
outbreak had been extremely serious for certain tourism businesses. There was
also some indication that the intake onto tourism courses had fallen since the
outbreak of FMD. Concern was expressed that there had been no compensation
allocated to certain businesses, some of which had sustained considerable
financial loss. Some respondents stated that the additional support given by
VisitScotland following the outbreak of FMD had been inappropriate to the needs
of small businesses, for example with too much focus on marketing.
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ii.) The terrorist attacks on the United States on September 11 last year?

Overview: It was suggested that although there had been a significant drop in
the number of visitors to Scotland from overseas, only partly due to 9/11, this had
in part been offset by an increase in domestic visits.

Several respondents made reference to the scale of losses incurred following
9/11. It was noted that the US market is typically high spending, travelling for
significant periods, and travelling for business as well as pleasure, so losses were
proportionately higher. One business reported an estimated loss of fifty to sixty
thousand pounds due to loss of trade from US golfers.

It was also suggested that the period following a major event which had caused
significant trade loss was the appropriate time for VisitScotland to be actively
promoting Scotland in the United States, but that there had been little evidence of
this. Some respondents suggested that the decline in US visitors had been
counter-balanced by a buoyant domestic market, and that although the long-term
effect of 9/11 had yet to be seen, there was some evidence of a transatlantic
revival. On the other hand, some suggested that wider economic and political
events had also contributed, and would continue to contribute, to a significant loss
of US trade.

5.) Has the introduction of the Euro had any impact on your business? If
so, in what way?

Overview: Companies who do use the Euro noted that its use carried
considerable benefits, although there was concern that its introduction may lead to
higher prices.

It was noted that the use of the Euro by various businesses had been appreciated
by customers, and had simplified the sale of services to countries using the Euro.
One company noted that they had taken bookings for 2003 for Europe, and
attributed this to the fact that they were the only company operating in their
particular field who were known to offer bookings in Euros. Concern was
expressed however at the high cost of bank charges and the exchange rate for
companies currently using the Euro.

More effect was anticipated as the Euro continues to be more widely used. One
particular concern was that if the Euro becomes more widely used in Scotland,
prices might become artificially inflated. It was also noted that wider use of the
Euro would highlight cost disparities between Scotland and Ireland, which would
probably affect golf tourism.

It was suggested that the use of the Euro was an area for which more training
might be required for the staff of SMEs.
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6.i.) Do you make any use of e-tourism to advertise your business? If not,
are there any particular reasons why?

27 of the 34 respondents did make use of e-tourism. It was noted that e-booking
for self-catering facilities is currently not yet available on visitscotland.com. Some
respondents felt that this question had been unclear, and were unsure whether
eTourism Ltd was being referred to, or wider use of the internet for business
purposes.

ii.) Do you consider that the development of eTourism Ltd is the most
effective way to use the potential of the web? If not, what would be more
effective?

Overview: It was acknowledged that eTourism Ltd could be an effective tool for
tourism businesses, although questions were raised over how it could be utilised.
Alternatives were suggested to its existing structure. There was an apparent
confusion between the roles of eTourism in marketing, and in sales.

It was noted that eTourism Ltd is an effective tool for companies who deal directly
with the consumer, but there was concern about loss of direct contact. It was also
noted that that the information available on the website must be kept constantly up
to date, and should eTourism Ltd fail, there would still be a need within the
Scottish tourism industry for a workable marketing website.

A suggested possible alternative to eTourism Ltd was ATB-based regional
marketing websites, with online booking, directed to by a national website. Another
suggestion was allowing businesses not participating in STB grading to be
included on the VisitScotland website.

The ability of eTourism Ltd to reach certain sections of the market and to address
the specific needs of particular businesses was questioned. It was noted as a
concern that only accommodation could be booked through eTourism Ltd. There
were fears that commission rates for use of the website might be too high for some
companies, and that the cost to operators should be minimal to nothing. This tends
to suggest that communication with local businesses about the plans for
eTourism’s development has not been entirely effective.

At this stage the level of assistance that could be offered to niche markets was
questioned, and it was noted that individual small businesses would require
assistance in order to use eTourism Ltd to maximum effect. It was also suggested
that there might be scope for a range of websites to be developed, each designed
for specific market areas.

Concern was expressed over the potential long-term implications of the contract
for eTourism Ltd being held by a private operator. Some respondents noted that
many tour operators are now seeing the eTourism website as being a competitor.
There was confusion among respondents regarding the marketing and/or sales
roles of eTourism Ltd.
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Do you have any further comments that you would like the Committee to
consider?

Other issues raised during the course of the inquiry included the following:

• The current cost of travelling to the Highlands affects the development of its
tourism industry, while current restrictions prevent the establishment of airlinks
from Europe to Scotland.

• The current laws on VAT – it was suggested that the current internal system is
uneven, and noted that in Ireland, all VAT had been taken off holiday
accommodation.

• The lack of development of skills in the tourism industry – the suggestion was
made that tourism should be introduced into schools.

• Problems with signposting.

Suggestions were also made that:

• a tougher line should be taken with unlicensed and/or unscrupulous operators,
perhaps through compulsory centralised registration

• tourism figures should be broken down to enable a clearer assessment of
tourism’s economic effect on remote areas

• there should be more focus on the use of arts and culture to market and
promote Scotland

• listing restrictions in relation to ancient monuments should be eased, for
example to enable parking to be provided
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THE CITY REGION
ROSS BURNSIDE

The Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Committee (8 October 2002) requested further
information on “the city region as a driver of tourism activity.” This paper provides
members with background on the concept of city regions, describes city regions in
Scotland, and identifies some of the implications of this concept for tourism in
Scotland.

This paper is a supplement to SPICe Briefing 02/91, on Urban Tourism and
Dispersal.
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KEY POINTS OF THIS BRIEFING

• Recent years have seen increasing academic interest in the governance of urban
areas and regions

• A city region might be defined in terms of travel to work area, housing market,
transport planning, retail catchment, land use planning, or an area with a
coherent marketing or cultural identity

• There is debate as to where the conceptual boundaries of Scotland’s city regions
begin and end

• Scotland’s administration and governance is not generally built around city
regions. Planning and delivery at the city region level therefore requires co-
operation and partnership between organisations

• A recent City Regions Boundaries Study identified four city regions in Scotland
based around Glasgow, Edinburgh, Dundee and Aberdeen

• City tourism has grown dramatically in recent years
• If city regions are thought to make sense for either marketing, cultural or planning

purposes, there may be implications for existing tourism structures in Scotland

THE CITY REGION

Michael Porter, in his influential study on The Competitive Advantage of Nations
(1990) argued that internationally successful industries often concentrate in a city or
region and that the bases for advantage are often intensely local. Eddie Friel, the
Chief Executive of the Greater Glasgow and Clyde Valley Tourist Board, has argued
that:

While the national government has a role in upgrading industry, the role of local
government is potentially just as great or greater. I would suggest that the
future unit of analysis will be the City State.
(Freil, 1995)

Issues relating to the governance of urban areas and regions have become of
increasing interest to academics and policy analysts. Although there is no broadly
accepted definition of the concept, the city region has been defined as:

A strategic and political level of administration and policy making, extending
beyond the administrative boundaries of single urban local government
authorities to include urban and/or semi urban hinterlands. This definition
includes a range of institutions and agencies representing local and regional
governance that possess an interest in urban and/or economic development
matters that, together, form a strategic level of policy making intended to
formulate or implement policies on a broader metropolitan scale.
(Tewdwr-Jones, McNeill, 2000)

It is widely argued that throughout Europe city regions are emerging as a key driver
of economic development and prosperity (see Docherty and Begg, 2002; Freil,1995;
Rojo 2000).
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The development of a dynamic knowledge economy in which competitive
advantage is in large part determined by the quality of communications,
research and development links to higher educational institutions and access to
skilled labour, reinforces the value of core urban areas. To compete effectively
in these new international markets, governments are working increasingly hard
to ensure that their city-regions function as efficiently as possible, offering both
inward investors and indigenous firms the ideal location from which to operate.
The city-regions of Barcelona, Montpellier and Munich are good examples of
the kind of dynamic economy that can be achieved through the city region
approach.

In response to this reorientation of the new economy around major city regions,
many countries are consolidating systems of administration at the city region
level, in order to ensure that these key places are planned as effectively as
possible. This trend is driven by the desire to integrate transport planning, land
use planning, and economic development policies, to achieve the best returns
from public investment, and to avoid the zero sum game of intra-regional
competition for resources, which damages the overall competitiveness of the
city region.
(Begg & Docherty, 2002)

Recent years have also seen a recognition of the huge potential that tourism can
have in revitalising urban regions and improving the structure of the regional
economy (see van den Berg, et al 1995). Better tourist and leisure activities, it has
been argued, enhance the region’s quality of life. Van den Berg, et al (1995) have
claimed that:

Besides being an essential part of an envisaged  “complete” city or region, the
tourist sector has its own economic importance. Its potentials, when capitalised,
will improve the regional economic structure. Given the nature and size of the
companies that stand to gain by it, a developed tourist sector can notably
strengthen the structure of small and medium sized business.

Before looking at the implications of cities for tourism in Scotland, it is important to
understand the boundaries of Scotland’s city regions.

SCOTLAND’S CITY REGIONS

Scotland (and the UK as a whole) does not currently have city-region levels of
administration for strategic economic planning. After the Wheatley Report of the
Royal Commission on Local Government in Scotland (1969), and the resulting Local
Government (Scotland) Act 1973, Scottish Local Government was divided into a two-
tier regional system with nine regional councils and 53 district councils on mainland
Scotland (plus three island authorities). This system was abolished in 1996, when
reorganisation of local government divided Scotland into 32 unitary authorities (29
councils on mainland Scotland and 3 island authorities).

Table 1 outlines the existing system of local authorities, LECs and ATBs in Scotland.
This highlights the fact that if city regional planning is to take place it will involve
numbers of organisations representing a range of geographies.
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Table 1

Local
Authority

Local Enterprise
Company (LEC)

Area Tourist Board
(ATB)

Structure
Plan area

Transport
Partnership

City of Edinburgh

East Lothian

Midlothian

West Lothian

SE Edinburgh and

Lothians

Edinburgh and Lothians

Tourist Board

Edinburgh &

Lothians

Stirling

Clackmannan

Stirling &

Clackmannan

Falkirk

SE Forth Valley Argyll, The Isles, Loch

Lomond, Stirling and

Trossachs Tourist Board Falkirk

Scottish Borders SE Borders Scottish Borders Tourist Board Borders

Fife SE Fife Kingdom of Fife Tourist Board Fife

SESTRANS

(South East

Scotland

Transport

Partnership)

Dumfries and

Galloway

SE Dumfries and

Galloway

Dumfries and Galloway Tourist

Board

Dumfries &

Galloway

Glasgow City SE Glasgow

North Lanarkshire

South Lanarkshire

SE Lanarkshire

Inverclyde

Renfrewshire

East Renfrewshire

SE Renfrewshire

West

Dunbartonshire

East

Dunbartonshire

SE Dunbartonshire

Greater Glasgow and Clyde

Valley Tourist Board

Glasgow and

Clyde Valley

East Ayrshire

South Ayrshire

North Ayrshire

SE Ayrshire Ayrshire and Arran Tourist

Board

Ayrshire

Argyll & Bute Argyll and the Islands AILLST Tourist Board Argyll & Bute

WESTRANS

(West of Scotland

Transport

Partnership)

Lochaber Enterprise

Caithness and

Sutherland Enterprise

Ross & Cromarty

Enterprise

Skye and Lochalsh

Enterprise

Highland

Inverness and Nairn

Highland HIITF (Highlands

and Islands

Integrated

Transport Forum)

Moray Moray, Badenoch &

Strathespey Enterprise *

The Highlands of Scotland

Tourist Board

Moray

Aberdeen City

Aberdeenshire

SE Grampian Aberdeen and Grampian

Tourist Board

Aberdeen &

Aberdeenshire

NESTRANS

(North East

Scotland

Transport

Partnership)

Perth and Kinross Perthshire Tourist Board Perth &

Kinross

Dundee City

Angus

SE Tayside

Angus and the City of Dundee

Tourist Board

Dundee &

Angus

* Part in Scottish Enterprise area, part on Highlands and Enterprise area.
The Area Tourist Boards boundaries are the “best fit” based on existing local authority boundaries.
This table only contains local authorities on mainland Scotland.
Source: Adapted from Begg and Docherty 2002; SPICe.
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Planning and administration of public services in Scotland are not, therefore,
generally built around delivery at the city region level. If it were to move towards this
approach there is not necessarily a consensus on the definition of the city region and
where each city-region would begin and end. For example, a city region could be
defined on the basis of housing market areas, travel to work areas, strategic
transport links, retail catchments, a region as a marketing entity, or via cultural
identity. Begg and Docherty (2002) argue for city-regionalism for Scotland’s transport
networks.

Fragmentation and the ad hoc mix of cooperation and competition between
localities has not and will not provide the quality transport infrastructure that is
required.

The Executive is currently carrying out a Cities Review, the findings of which are due
to be published at the end of November 2002. The Cities Review was set up to
examine the current prospects for the economic, environmental and social
development of the cities; and will identify policies that will improve those prospects,
taking account of the cities, their surrounding areas and the rest of Scotland.

A study by Bailey, Turok and Docherty (1999) on Central Scotland’s cities, defined
Central Scotland as the two functional city-regions of Greater Edinburgh and Greater
Glasgow. Greater Edinburgh is the area of the former Lothian Regional Council, now
made up of the four unitary authorities of Edinburgh City and West, Mid and East
Lothian. Greater Glasgow is defined as the area covered by seven unitary councils:
Glasgow plus the adjacent six authorities.

In the City Regions Boundaries Study1, the analyses for the housing market areas,
travel to work areas and retail catchments were combined to develop indicative
composite catchments for the cities. They are:

• Glasgow – North Lanarkshire, South Lanarkshire, East Dunbartonshire, West
Dunbartonshire, Renfrewshire, East Renfrewshire, East Ayrshire, North Ayrshire,
South Ayrshire, Inverclyde and Stirling

• Edinburgh – East Lothian, Midlothian, West Lothian, Fife, Scottish Borders and
Falkirk

• Dundee – Angus, Perth and Kinross, and Fife
• Aberdeen – Aberdeenshire

The tourism map in Scotland (see Appendix 1) is broken into 14 Area Tourist
Boards. The relevant ATBs for Scotland’s major cities are:

• Greater Glasgow and Clyde Valley Tourist Board
• Edinburgh and Lothians Tourist Board

                                           
1 This study, carried out by Derek Halden Consultancy (2002) aims to identify the broad areas of
influence for the cities of Aberdeen, Dundee, Glasgow and Edinburgh. The aims are to:
• Identify the area of influence of the four cities using data covering housing market areas, transport

links, travel to work and retail catchments; and
• Identify the local authorities which could participate in joint working on strategic planning for each

city region.
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• Angus and Dundee Tourist Board
• Aberdeen and Grampian Tourist Board

Comparing the ATB networks for the major Scottish cities with the composite
catchments of the City Region Boundaries Study (outlined above) reveals
differences. The City Region Boundaries Study (2002) found that the Glasgow “City
Region” incorporates not only the Glasgow and Clyde Valley ATB, but also North
Ayrshire and Stirling. Similarly the Edinburgh “City Region” incorporates the
Edinburgh and Lothians ATB plus parts of Fife, the Scottish Borders and Falkirk.
Links were also found between the city region of Dundee and Perth & Kinross and
Fife – extending well beyond the ATB framework, which includes Angus.

IMPLICATIONS FOR SCOTTISH TOURISM

There is little doubt that the tourism industry has undergone great change in the last
decade, with change quickened by advances in information technology, increasing
flights and new destinations opening up for tourism business.

The recent fundamental shift in the tourism marketplace towards people taking
shorter and more frequent holidays has had a huge impact on Scottish tourism.
Scotland has shifted from being a primary holiday destination to a “short-break”
destination. In 2000 91% of trips to Scotland were for 7 days or less (Scotexchange
– Know Your Market).

Shorter holidays, however, are not only occurring in Scotland, this is a trend that is
impacting on tourism at a global level. The trend towards shorter holidays has
benefited short haul, accessible destinations and has contributed to the growth of
short break, city tourism. This market has proven extremely attractive to cash rich,
time poor tourists.

Eddie Friel, Chief Executive of the Greater Glasgow & Clyde Valley Tourist Board,
has claimed that there are two separate tourist industry clusters in Scotland, one that
is centred in urban regions and the other whose locus is rural Scotland. He outlines
what he considers to be the different characteristics of these clusters:

The urban regions…product offering is…broadly based and must appeal to
leisure, commercial and discretionary business tourists. It is particularly suited
to the short-break and convention/meetings market dependent upon the range
and scale of infrastructure available. Consequently their product offering is
location specific. The nature of the purchasing patterns of these sectors allows
the development of year-round tourism.

The rural areas operate in a limited marketplace where the appeal is largely
directed towards holidaymakers during the main holiday season or specialist,
niche activities.

Eddie Friel, and others, have argued that there is ample evidence to demonstrate
that the unit of analysis of economic performance in the global economy of the future
will be the urban region. Friel makes the argument that the American practice of
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developing city league tables has now transferred successfully to Europe where
league tables of economic and tourism performance are regularly produced. For
example, during their delivery of evidence to the ELL Committee Urban Tourism and
Dispersal Case Study in August 2002, Edinburgh and Lothians Tourist Board told of
the following league positioning for the City of Edinburgh:

• 12th place in the International Congress & Convention Association (ICCA) World
league of Conference Cities

• Best UK City 2001 – Conde Nast Traveller Magazine (and 6th top scoring city in the
world)

• Favourite UK City – Guardian/Observer Travel Awards for the last 4 consecutuve
years

• Best Scottish Short Break Destination – Thomas Cook Consumer Awards
• Top UK City – 2002 Good Britain Guide
• Best UK Convention Bureau – Meetings & Incentive Travel Magazine (short listed

for last 6 years)

If the city regions concept is seen to have value for either marketing; cultural or
identity purposes; strategic planning of new developments (for instance, conference
centres) then there may be implications for tourism structures in Scotland. This is
part of the thinking behind the Area Tourist Board review, launched by Tourism
Minister, Mike Watson in May 2002. In a letter to the ATBs, Mike Watson outlined
some of the issues he hoped the review would look at:

• What is the future role of the Boards? What should their relationship be with
VisitScotland?

• The present structure of the boards – is the [structure] correct, or is it of greater
importance that the Boards work more closely together, particularly on marketing
campaigns?

• The importance of the cities as gateways for tourism to Scotland – should there
be special arrangements and if so, what should those be?

• The role of local authorities in ATBs, and in particular, whether that role should
include funding. Or should ATBs perhaps be funded from a single source, such
as VisitScotland?

• The relationship with Local Enterprise Companies – should the marketing and
business development function at the local level be combined within a single local
organisation, or is the key to success greater partnership working?

• How best can the ATBs engage with businesses? Is the principle of membership
still appropriate?

• The way in which information is provided to visitors – should this be at a more
local level, perhaps using local franchises or other existing local facilities, such as
libraries?

The ministerial response to this review is now due in the early part of 2003.
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APPENDIX 1: SCOTLAND’S AREA TOURIST BOARDS

Source: Scotland Groups Guide 2002
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in support of their inquiry into the Scottish tourism industry. The Northern Ireland
Assembly’s Committee for Enterprise, Trade and Investment are currently
undertaking an inquiry into their Tourism industry.
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 KEY POINTS SUMMARY

• Tourism in Northern Ireland has had to develop within the context of political
unrest

• It is widely accepted that tourism in Northern Ireland can only maximise its
potential if there is political stability and, stemming from that stability, a
turnaround in its image

• With the advent of the peace process and the creation of the Good Friday
Agreement (GFA) in 1998, the governments of the North and South of Ireland
have taken a more formally pro-active role in facilitating greater co-operation
between their tourism boards

• In the existing structure for Tourism in Northern Ireland, Tourism Ireland
markets the island of Ireland overseas and the Northern Ireland Tourist Board
markets Northern Ireland within the island of Ireland. The Northern Ireland
Tourist Board also has access to the services of the British Tourist Authority

• Northern Ireland is unique in the United Kingdom in having regulations
subjecting all overnight tourist accommodation to a compulsory annual
inspection for certification purposes

• Pure Holiday-Makers (PHMs) on a GDP per capita basis, to Northern Ireland
are at a low base point (0.2% GDP compared with 2.8% GDP in Scotland)

• There has been significant growth in low cost carriers flying to Northern Ireland
in recent years
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 TOURISM IN NORTHERN IRELAND

Total tourism revenues in Northern Ireland in 2001 were £348 million or £207 per
head of population1 (compared with £4,091 million, or £808 per head of population
in Scotland), of which £282 million (81%) came from visitors to Northern Ireland
and £66 million (19%) from domestic holiday expenditure. Tourism revenue
accounts for up to 2% of NI GDP2 and supports approximately 17,680 full-time
equivalent jobs (Northern Ireland Tourist Board, 2001). Tourism in Scotland
accounts for up to 5% of GDP and employs around 141,700 full-time equivalent
jobs (SPICe Briefing 02/97). Figure 1 indicates the rising revenues from tourism in
Northern Ireland, particularly from 1998 to 1999, albeit from a fairly low base rate.

Figure 1

Source: Northern Ireland Tourist Board

A high proportion of tourists to Northern Ireland are people visiting their friends
and relatives (VFR). Table 1 shows that in 2001, 46% of tourists to Northern
Ireland were visiting friends and family, a much higher proportion than the
Republic of Ireland, Scotland and Wales. Conversely, in 2001, just 16% of tourists
to Northern Ireland cited a ‘holiday’ as the reason for their trip, compared with a
figure of 53% of tourists to the Republic of Ireland citing ‘holiday’ as the reason for
their visit.

1 This is based on the 2001 Census figures for the UK. Available: http://www.gro-
scotland.gov.uk/grosweb/grosweb.nsf/pages/02prpoprep

2 Figures giving  tourism as a % of GDP should be used carefully. Tourist expenditure is often taken as a
proportion of GDP to give a measure of its size in relation to the economy. However, this approach can
overestimate the importance of tourist demand because: 1) it does not allow for the significant proportion
of tourist expenditure that leaks out of the economy through imports; and 2) the gross expenditure figure
also includes inputs and taxes on products, whereas these are not included in GDP –which is a value
added figure.
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However, these figures disguise the underlying picture to a certain degree. As
table 2 shows, on a per capita basis Northern Ireland attracts a similar number of
tourists in the VFR category as the other countries. Where the Northern Ireland
performance falls short is in the “holiday” sector. On a GDP per capita basis, the
Northern Ireland holiday sector is just one fourteenth of Scotland’s. In 2000,
spending by out-of-state holiday-makers to Northern Ireland amounted to £42
million, equivalent to only 0.2% of GDP. This was significantly below the figure of
2.8%, 3.5% and 1.6% of GDP generated by holiday-makers for Scotland, Wales
and the R.O.I. respectively (Oxford Economic Forecasting).

Table 1

Sources: Tourist Boards of Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales; Irish Central Statistics Office;
and Oxford Economic Forecasting

Table 2

Source: Oxford Economic Forecasting 2002

The lack of pure holiday-makers (PHMs) is an important matter for the Northern
Ireland tourism industry to consider as traditionally, tourists visiting friends and
relatives who do not stay in hotels or eat frequently in indigenous restaurant
facilities, are the tourists that spend the least. The shortfall of PHMs to Northern
Ireland, therefore, subtracts substantially from the potential GDP that tourism can
yield for the economy.

On the positive side, these figures do indicate the potential waiting to be harvested
in a peaceful and secure Northern Ireland.

GDP % figures from tourist spending (2000)
N.I. Scotland Wales R.O.I.

% of GDP from Tourism 1.5 4.5 5.2 3.1
of which:
Holiday 0.2 2.8 3.5 1.6
Business 0.6 1.1 0.8 0.6
VFR 0.6 0.5 0.7 0.7
Other 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2

Out-of-state’ Visitors by Purpose of Visit (% of total)
N.I. (2001) R.O.I. (2001) N.I. (2000) Scotland (2000) Wales (2000) R.O.I (2000)

Holidays 16 53 18 64 69 53
Business 30 16 28 18 12 17
VFR 46 26 44 14 18 25
Other 8 5 10 4 2 5
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STRUCTURE OF NORTHERN IRELAND TOURISM INDUSTRY

 NORTHERN IRELAND TOURIST BOARD (NITB)

• Established in 1948, the NITB is one of the four agencies within, and
responsible to, the Department of Enterprise, Trade and Investment (DETI)
(formerly the Department of Economic Development, DED) –the other three
agencies are: Invest Northern Ireland; General Consumer Council for Northern
Ireland and the Health & Safety Executive for Northern Ireland.

• Working in conjunction with the DETI, local authorities and Regional Tourist
Organisations, the NITB is responsible for the development, promotion and
marketing of Northern Ireland as a tourist destination

• 2002-03 Budget allocation for the NITB is:
--£3.7 million - operating costs
--£3.8 million - marketing support initiatives
--£1.7 million - amenity & attraction capital development
--in addition, the NITB administers the following programmes:
International Fund for Ireland3 tourism programme which in 2002 has a
budget of £5 million
European Union – Peace II Programme4 -£15 million funding for the period
2000-2004 is currently administered by the NITB

The NITB Corporate Plan 2002-2005, sets out the following targets for tourism
growth over the next three calendar years:

Table 3
2001 2002 2003 2004

Visitor Spend: 9% growth per annum      £282 m      £307 m      £335 m      £365 m
Visitor Numbers: 7% growth per annum   £1,676 m   £1,793 m   £1,918 m   £2,053 m
Share of all-Island visitors: 1% increase per annum 18.76% 20% 21% 22%

For obvious geographical reasons, as well as the North-South co-operation in the
past and today (via Tourism Ireland), one cannot talk about Northern Ireland
tourism without mention of the Irish Republic’s tourist board, Bord Failte.

Northern Ireland Tourist Board and Bord Failte both have the following roles
within their respective areas of control, which they each carry out independently:

• Encourage tourism and advise on the formulation of tourism development
policy

3 The International Fund for Ireland has assisted and continues to assist a considerable number of tourism
infrastructure projects as well as supporting marketing and training for the industry, particularly in
disadvantaged areas. Although NITB acts as agent for the Fund in relation to administering its tourism
programme, the Fund is an independent body whose board makes the final decision on applications.

4 This programme is designed to support tourism marketing initiatives that will assist in helping to re-position
Northern Ireland tourism in the global market place and on projects that will promote and develop in a
sustainable manner Northern Ireland’s natural and cultural attributes. Other factors to be measured in
awarding grants include addressing the legacy of conflict in Northern Ireland and taking opportunities
stemming from peace.
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• Primary responsibility for promoting the development of tourism products and
regions

• Carry out all marketing on the island of Ireland
• Provide analysis as well as consumer, product and market information

enabling decision making to improve the performance of Irish tourism
• Identify environmental and infrastructural constraints on tourism growth, based

on market information, and to influence policy changes to address these
constraints

However, there are other activities, particularly overseas marketing, where it has
been sensible to work together, and this has been done in recent times via
Tourism Ireland.

 TOURISM IRELAND (TIL)

• Tourism Ireland was established under the framework of the GFA 1998 to
promote tourism to the island of Ireland (North and South)

• The Board of Directors of Tourism Ireland is made up of 12 individuals
representing the main tourism interests in the North and South, Bord Failte
(BFE) and the Northern Ireland Tourist Board (NITB)

• A company limited by guarantee, TIL is jointly funded by the two governments
based on a 2:1 ratio South/North

TIL became fully operational in 2002, and is now a strategically key tourism
organisation for both the North and South of Ireland. Its role is as follows:

• Carry out strategic all-Ireland destination marketing in all markets outside the
island of Ireland

• Undertake regional/product marketing and promotional activities on behalf of
BFE and the NITB overseas – including implementation of promotional
proposals for products and regions overseas, and ensuring that there is
consistency and integration in the promotional activity of the two tourist boards

• Undertake activity to assist Northern Ireland in realising its true tourism
potential – this has become known locally as “Northern Ireland catch-up”

• Establish overseas offices, based in the immediate term on the existing
overseas office network of BFE and NITB

• Own and manage Tourism Brand Ireland (TBI) and its associated
communications material

In essence, TIL is a marketing company set up by the two Tourist Boards for the
specific purpose of marketing the “island of Ireland” in overseas tourism markets.
TIL also provides the delivery mechanism through which NITB markets Northern
Ireland in those markets. The responsibility for marketing Northern Ireland remains
with NITB. In practise NITB will design and develop specific Northern Ireland
marketing initiatives and pay TIL to use its network of overseas offices to deliver
the Northern Ireland message.
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BRITISH TOURIST AUTHORITY (BTA)

The 1969 Development of Tourism Act set the legislative basis for the UK national
tourist structure. Part One of the Act provided a statutory basis for the British
Tourist Authority and national tourist boards for England, Wales, and Scotland -
Northern Ireland already had one.

In terms of tourism in Northern Ireland, the 1969 Act gave the BTA the power to
undertake activities overseas on behalf of NITB, but only at the NITB’s request.
The act established that the BTA would hold responsibility for the overseas
marketing of Britain (England, Scotland and Wales) and that the NITB would be
responsible for the overseas and domestic promotion of Northern Ireland.

Some of the general principles underpinning the agreement between the BTA and
NITB include:

• BTA is the guardian of the British brand
• NITB is the guardian of the Northern Ireland brand
• BTA and NITB will treat one another as strategic partners, not as commercial

sector partners. BTA recognises that NITB will also have as a strategic partner
Bord Failte, with whom NITB may undertake joint marketing activity

• BTA and NITB will provide each other with appropriate market intelligence, and
will, wherever possible, share research and information on overseas
customers

• BTA and NITB senior staff will meet periodically to discuss issues relating to
the overseas promotion of Northern Ireland (British Tourist Authority 2000)

Examples of co-operation between the BTA and NITB can be found in some of
the BTA’s thematic campaigns --for example the Hidden Britain brochure/website
(http://www.visitbritain.com/uk/tourbritain/itineraries/map_main_regions.htm)
contains an intinerary in Northern Ireland. The BTA also service trade and
consumer enquiries about Northern Ireland in all its overseas offices.

The inclusion of Northern Ireland within the mandate of the BTA, therefore, has
not been set on any kind of statutory footing. Any inclusion of Northern Ireland in
BTA programmes is on an ad hoc basis. The NITB has the choice to work with
either the TIL body or with the BTA, or both. In recent times, especially since the
GFA, they have largely chosen to work primarily with the cross Ireland body.

 LOCAL AUTHORITIES/DISTRICT COUNCILS

Part V of the Tourism Northern Ireland Order 1992 deals with the functions of local
authorities, or District Councils as they are known. There are 26 District Councils
in Northern Ireland. In terms of Tourism, their role is as follows:

• Local authorities may, after consultation with the NITB, provide or assist any
other body or person in the provision of any tourist amenity

• Where a tourist amenity is provided by a district council, it shall have power to:
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--maintain the tourist amenity and any land on which it is situated
--carry out any necessary ancillary work, like constructing entrances, roads
and footpaths, providing sanitary and toilet facilities, shelters, etc, improving
and maintaining the appearance of the attraction

 REGIONAL TOURIST ORGANISATIONS

• RTOs are groupings of District Council areas that have banded together to
market their combined areas. There are currently 5 RTOs in Northern Ireland.
They are:
--Kingdom of Down
--Derry Visitor and Convention Bureau
--Causeway Coast and Glens
--Belfast visitor and Convention Bureau
--Fermanagh Lakelands Tourism

• Not all councils are represented on RTOs. The NITB, however, has
encouraged the setting up of RTOs and provides financial support for their
activities

 COMPULSORY REGISTRATION OF TOURIST ACCOMMODATION IN NI5

Northern Ireland is unique in the UK in that all overnight tourist accommodation,
provided by way of trade or business, is subject to a compulsory annual
inspection, for certification purposes, to ensure that the accommodation complies
with a set of minimum standards which are set out in Regulations. Part IV of the
Tourism (Northern Ireland) Order 1992 specifically provides for the regulation of
tourist accommodation in Northern Ireland (SI 1992/235 (NI3)).

There are five statutory categories of tourist accommodation establishments:

• Hotels
• Guest Houses
• Bed & Breakfast establishments
• Self Catering establishments
• Hostels

The statutory minimum criteria for each of the above categories are laid out in full
in the Categories of Tourist Establishment (Statutory Criteria) Regulations
(Northern Ireland) 1992 and came into force on 1 April 1992. A sample of the
minimum criteria for the hotel category is as follows.

There shall be:
• Overnight sleeping accommodation in not less than 15 double bedrooms of

which at least 75% shall have an ensuite bathroom;

5 Much of the information derived in this section stems from personal correspondence with David Carson
from the Northern Ireland Assembly Department of Enterprise, Trade and Investment. I am grateful for his
input.
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• Meals (including breakfast, midday meal and evening meal) and refreshments
• A maid service for the regular cleaning of bedrooms
• A substantial and durable construction that is structurally safe and in good

repair throughout
• A kitchen area with facilities, equipment and fittings which are of good quality

and condition; constructed of materials which are easily cleaned
• Toilet provision, separate for men and women, which is easily accessible from

the entrance hall or any of the public areas
• Toilets equipped with mirrors, towel rails, clothes hooks and a clean and ample

supply of toilet requisites (including both towels and hand drying facilities,
soap, toilet paper, sanitary disposal bins and other necessary accessories)

• All management staff trained and experienced in hotel management and
operate a routine which provides regular and direct supervision of all persons
employed in the hotel

The yearly inspection process is carried out by the Northern Ireland Tourist Board,
who employ a team of six officers who ensure compliance with the statutory
requirements. If there is non-compliance, a court of law in Northern Ireland could if
it so decides put a person out of business if the accommodation fails to meet the
prescribed minimum standard. This, however, is unusual as in practice the Tourist
Board will normally negotiate with the proprietor to ensure compliance.

The proprietor of a tourist accommodation establishment must pay a fee to the
Northern Ireland Tourist Board for each statutory inspection. The legislation
provides that the level of fees payable shall be sufficient to meet the expenses of
the tourist Board in conducting the statutory inspections.

The regulatory, statutory requirements are underpinned by a number of voluntary
classification/grading schemes. The same NITB staff that carry out the statutory
requirement checks can also award accommodation with a star rating if that
proprietor opts to have one. The combination of the regulatory and voluntary
regimes is aimed at enhancing and maintaining the quality of tourist
accommodation in Northern Ireland and at the same time, by giving tourists a
gauge with which to measure the accommodation standard, ensuring that visitors
obtain value for money in their accommodation choice.

A similar yearly scheme of regulation of accommodation exists in the Republic of
Ireland, the main difference being that the R.O.I. system does not regulate Bed &
Breakfasts.

 ORIGINS AND HISTORY OF CROSS-BORDER TOURISM CO-OPERATION

Co-operation between tourism bodies in the north and south of the island of
Ireland has been inextricably linked to politics. Periods of relative peace have
been accompanied by tentative steps toward partnership. All too often, however,
violence has contributed to regression from any progress.
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During the 1980s when the NITB and BF engaged to develop cross-border
programmes and initiatives, both boards held feelings of distrust and suspicion.
The distrust could be linked to the following factors:

• For the NITB, political sensitivities emerged in working with a government
agency from the Republic of Ireland at a time of heightened political tensions in
Northern Ireland. There was a fear of the political ramifications that may follow
from cross-border co-operation

• BF was also reluctant to enter into cross-border co-operation with NITB for fear
that they would become tainted by association with terrorist violence. Political
violence in the North in the 1970s had made a significant contribution to the
decline of tourists to the Republic of Ireland, resulting in BF gradually
attempting to distance itself from events in the North

Given the ongoing political situation, it became difficult in the 1980s and 1990s for
the two boards to co-operate with a backdrop of continuing violence, and the
resulting lack of political will in the two jurisdictions. In the governments of the
north and south, broad policy was formulated covering aspects of co-operation,
but no firm or clear direction to work in partnership was delegated to the boards.

Impact of Good Friday Agreement
With the advent of the peace process and the creation of the GFA, the
governments in the North and South have taken a pro-active role in facilitating
greater co-operation and providing focus and direction for the boards.

         Cross-border co-operation is now seen as part of a wider government
strategy in Britain and Ireland to support the peace process and a political
settlement. Political will and clear government policy has, in the last number
of years, helped to facilitate greater co-operation and give strong and
unambiguous direction to the boards. Under this situation any overriding
concerns about co-operation have been set aside as partnership is now
priority government policy. There is clear government commitment to co-
operation and this has filtered down to the tourist boards and individuals
within the organisations (Greer 2002: 362).

MARKETING

As indicated above, TIL has responsibility to market the island of Ireland overseas,
NITB has responsibility to market Northern Ireland within the island of Ireland.

 TOURISM IRELAND MARKETING STRATEGY

Tourism Ireland works with BF and NITB and the industry to develop an integrated
marketing strategy for the whole of Ireland. The marketing objectives for 2002 aim
to:
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• Maximise visitor traffic opportunities, by targeting selected market segments
offering the best potential;

• Secure business distribution channels, including access routes and tour
operators;

• Maintain a presence and branded identity in all the main markets so that
Ireland is in a strong position to gain from the economic upturn;

• Assist Northern Ireland to realise its full tourism potential;
• Concentrate on the strategic objectives of regional development, season

extension and developing the high yield sectors (Tourism Ireland 2002).

Given the recent increase in people taking short breaks to short haul, accessible
destinations, TIL market research has identified that British and continental
European visitors are a crucial target market. Consequently promotional activity in
2002 will place a heavy emphasis on Britain and Mainland Europe, including some
emerging European markets that offer potential for Ireland, such as the Nordic
countries and Spain. TIL strategy in 2002 is to support the introduction of new low
cost carriers, particularly from European routes, to help generate new demand
and competitive access generally.

Full promotional activities will be maintained in the US market, which continues to
be important to Irish tourism even after the events of 11 September. Additionally,
TIL will increase promotional activity in Canada in 2002. TIL (2002) research
calculates that:

• Approximately 84% of overseas visitors to the ROI and NI and 77% of visitor
revenue comes from the four markets of Britain, North America, Germany and
France

• US, Germany, France and Britain are among the top six outbound travel
markets and account for 40% of total world tourism spending. However, since
11 September access routes into Ireland from these destinations have been
cut, with flights from the US being worse affected. As is the case for Scottish
tourism, if these markets are to be exploited to the full, it is important that
access is reinstated from them

 FOCUS OF MARKETING ACTIVITY

In 2002 TIL will carry out advertising campaigns in eight markets on three main
media forms:

• Television
• Print – colour advertising promoting the destination along with co-operative

tactical advertising with partners
• Internet advertising on travel websites and search engines

The governments of the ROI and NI have allocated a total of £18 million, for 2002,
to a marketing budget for TIL based on a 2:1 South/North ratio. This figure is
divided up into the following activities:
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Figure 2

To ensure the most effective use of the TIL budget, each market where funding
has been allocated has been evaluated in terms of revenue and rate of return. TIL
(2002) claim that they focused on the following areas when allocating the market
fund:

• Expected Value: An assessment was made of the strategic value of
each market.

• Strategic Fit: Each market was rated on its ability to generate off-
season, regionally dispersed business.

• Market Realisability: The growth potential of each market was
assessed. Factors such as propensity to travel and the overall economic
environment were considered.

Figure 3 shows the amount of the £18 million marketing budget TIL have allocated
to various markets:
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Figure 3

KEY TARGET MARKETS FOR TOURISM IRELAND

Britain
Over 87% of passengers travelling to Northern Ireland are resident in the UK
(Oxford Economic Forecasting 2002). As a result, British residents have been
targeted by Tourism Ireland as a key target market. Although there was a
downturn in visitors from Britain to the island of Ireland in 2001, Britain remained
Ireland’s top volume source market. The main target segments that Tourism
Ireland (2002) has identified in Britain are:

• Pre-and-post family professional adults
• ABC1, 35+ years, which represents 12 million of the population
• Retirees – almost 20% of British visitors to Ireland are retired
• London and suburban South-East, which accounts for 40% of best prospects
• Scotland and North of England markets are important targets for Northern

Ireland (Scotland provides 45% of the total holiday market to Northern Ireland)
• Specific target segments will include

--Short break market
--Own car market

USA
The USA is the largest long-haul overseas market for Northern Ireland with
around 96,000 passengers per annum (Oxford Economic Forecasting 2002). Like
tourists coming from Britain, there was a downturn in numbers from the USA in
2001. Nevertheless, Tourism Ireland intends to maintain its level of competition in
the US travel market place in 2002. Its Marketing Programme 2002 outlines the
following US target markets:

TIL Markets -Resource Allocation
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• Ireland’s prime target markets are affluent travellers, 35+ years, highly
educated, who have visited Europe on a prior vacation

• The Irish-related or ‘ethnic’ market continues to be an important source of
visitors. (In 2000, 73% of all visitors claimed some ethnic link – 46% of those
as far back as 5 generations)

• Ireland will continue to focus on residents of gateway cities – New York,
Boston, Chicago, Los Angeles, Atlanta – and other major metropolitan areas

AIRLINKS

With the recent trend towards cash rich, time poor tourists taking shorter trips (see
SPICe Briefing 02/91 on Urban Tourism), flights and access to a destination are
becoming increasingly crucial in terms of maintaining competitiveness. Indeed, the
issue of direct access is a concern to the tourist industry in both Scotland and
Northern Ireland and all small destinations worldwide. Today, if a destination is
accessible, people will be more likely to go there.

Recent changes to Northern Ireland’s air transport provision include (Oxford
Economic Forecasting 2002):

• The withdrawal of British Airways from the Belfast International – Heathrow
route

• The end of Sabina and Aer Lingus services to Brussels and Shannan/New
York respectively

• The relocation of the majority of bmi British Midland’s Heathrow services to
Belfast City (BCA)

• The rapidly escalating penetration of Northern Ireland by low cost carriers

Northern Ireland is not immune from the current global air transport service,
capacity and frequency reductions brought about by economic downturn in the US
and Europe and the terrorist attacks of 11 September 2001. It was against this
backdrop that the Department for Regional Development in Northern Ireland
commissioned a Northern Ireland Air Services Study. The purpose of the study
was to present an analysis and evaluation of the air service network currently
operated from the three Northern Irish airports (Belfast International, Belfast City
and City of Derry), identifying the changes and trends to have occurred over
recent years and the implications for future air transport development in Northern
Ireland. It also looked into the contribution of the aviation industry to economic
performance in Northern Ireland.

Some recent market trends cited in the Oxford Economic Forecasting study
(2002) are:

• There were just under 5 million passengers handled at the Northern Ireland
airports in 2001. This represented an increase of 9% on the previous year and
was a strong performance relative to other regional airports – only Edinburgh
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Airport (a comparable UK airport) bettered the combination of destination
frequency and capacity offered from the three airports in Northern Ireland

• Over the last ten year period, passenger numbers have increased from just
over 2.5 million per annum to their present level – a near doubling of demand

• Belfast International has the largest market share of passengers, with 70% of
total passengers; Belfast City has around 26% market share with the
remaining numbers travelling through Derry City

• In 2001 there was a shift in aviation activity between Belfast International and
City airports. In essence, all the ‘traditional’ scheduled services now operate
from Belfast City, with Belfast International now accommodating the newly
emerging ‘low-cost airlines’ and charter services.

• Easyjet are now the single largest capacity provider in Northern Ireland,
significantly ahead of carriers like British Midland and British Airways

• Belfast International now has the largest proportion (79%) of low cost airline
activity of any regional airport by quite a large margin – only Bristol airport has
a comparable proportion of its traffic (60%) from the low cost sector

• The development of low cost carriers between Belfast and London has
resulted in significant growth in this sector and decline in the traditional
scheduled sector market, and significant redistribution of traffic away from the
traditional scheduled service airlines

• ‘Traditional’ scheduled airlines do not want and will avoid direct competition
with low cost carriers from the same airport if at all possible, in some cases
electing to leave the market rather than compete

• Amongst overseas passengers, the key access point to Northern Ireland is
London-Heathrow with 60% of the total using this point of entry. Heathrow is 8
times more frequently used for access to Northern Ireland by overseas visitors
than any other airport

CONSUMER VIEWS: THE POTENTIAL FOR NORTHERN

IRELAND TOURISM

A visitor satisfaction survey carried out in 2000 by PricewaterhouseCoopers for
the NITB found that holiday-makers to Northern Ireland were as satisfied with their
experience as those visiting either Scotland or the R.O.I. and were as likely to
recommend the destination to friends. The survey also showed that the main
appeal of a Northern Ireland holiday lay in the ‘natural’ strengths of beautiful
scenery and very friendly people, although the facilities available to tourists were
considered to be somewhat under-developed.

What the visitor satisfaction survey succeeds in illustrating, is that there is
substantial upside potential to holiday-maker numbers coming to Northern Ireland.
The R.O.I. experience might be cited to back up this claim that visitor numbers to
a destination can increase very rapidly. Between 1967 and the mid 1980s, visitor
numbers to the R.O.I. grew at a fairly low rate, under performing the UK as a
whole. However, between 1986 and 1994 the number of out-of-state visitors
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arriving in the Irish Republic doubled and in the next six years grew a further 68%
to total over 6.7 million in 2000 – see figure 4.

Figure 4
Out-of-State visitors to the Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland (1991-2001)

Source: Northern Ireland Tourist Board; Bord Failte

The study by Oxford Economic Forecasting (2000) shows two hypothetical future
paths for Northern Ireland tourism.

• If visitor numbers were to continue to grow at their recent rate, they would total
2.3 million in 2010 and 2.8 million in 2015

• However, if Northern Ireland could emulate the experience of the R.O.I., visitor
numbers would reach 3.2 million in 2010 and 4.6 million by 2015

The NITB target is (along the lines of the R.O.I. growth rates) an average annual
growth in visitors of 7% per annum over the next three years (see table 3), which,
if sustained over a 15 year period would imply 3.3 million visitors by 2010 and 4.6
million visitors by 2015.

Some of the factors that will determine whether these growth targets can be
achieved include:

• Visitors’ perception of the political situation
• The extent to which the tourism infrastructure is improved
• The level of exchange rate
• The ease of access to Northern Ireland by air and other methods
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These are some of the factors that the Northern Ireland Assembly’s tourism
inquiry will look to. Let us now analyse some of the issues the Assembly’s
Committee for Enterprise, Trade and Investment (CETI) have been made aware
of as they embark on their study of the Northern Ireland tourism industry.

ISSUES FOR THE N.I. ASSEMBLY’S TOURISM INQUIRY

The Northern Ireland Assembly’s CETI appointed tourism consultant, Iain Skewis,
to act as the advisor for their enquiry into tourism. In advance of the inquiry,
Skewis produced a discussion paper designed to raise some of the issues and
questions that the CETI members may want to look into during the evidence
gathering sessions.6

Some of the issues raised in the paper produced by Skewis included:

 THE ROLE, RESPONSIBILITIES AND OBLIGATIONS OF NITB/TIL

• What if there are conflicts in strategy between NITB and Bord Failte. How will
these be resolved?

• Can NITB force a NI-specific product into the all-Ireland marketing profile?
• Would the new deal be steadfast enough to survive a media disaster in NI?

Are there contingency plans?

 THREATS TO TOURISM DEVELOPMENT

• Is NI a ‘high-cost’ destination and ROI a “low-cost” destination?
• “One Ireland – Two currencies” – how do you tackle this?
• Fuel prices differ substantially; VAT rates differ

 ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN TOURISM

• Local Authorities have a statutory responsibility for tourism startegies. Are
these responsibilities diluted by the changes to overall structures?

• Evidence received suggests that there are varying attitudes to the RTOs
(Regional Tourist Organisations) – broadly, those who have them appear to
support them; those who don’t have them, do not support their existence. The
RTOs were created to provide a public sector/private sector interface – have
they worked? Would they be established today if they did not exist?

 ACCESS TO NORTHERN IRELAND

• What are the weaknesses of travelling to NI via Dublin or Shannon airports?
• What benefits have the budget airlines brought to NI? What harm have they

done to the services provided by other airlines and their attitude to Belfast? Is
Belfast likely to become a real budget hub?

6 The issues raised in the paper were based around the written evidence submitted by the industry in
advance of the inquiry. As with the Scottish Parliament’s Tourism inquiry, there was a call for written
evidence from the industry launched in advance of the inquiry commencing.
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 IDENTIFYING A ‘WINNING’ NI PRODUCT TO ATTRACT ‘OUT OF STATE’

 BUSINESS

• While the natural beauty of NI provides an excellent overall image to sell, it is
not unique. Does it have sufficient focus? Are the specific unique selling points
to attract out-of-state visitors? Are there enough real products to offer?
Compare with ROI.

• Giants causeway is the main ‘icon.’ It dominates the tourism image in a way
unequalled in England or Scotland – that could be because it has few
competitors. Is it falling behind? Is it prepared to accept the million visitors that
will inevitably come with successful NI tourism growth? It will have to continue
to be used as the lead unique selling point until something else emerges.

 EFFECTIVE MARKETING

• Can “Northern Ireland” be a destination if the “Island of Ireland” is the main
message?

• Should the products offered be “regional/geographical” or should they be
“sectoral”? Which “sectoral” products would stand up to competition from other
European, even ROI, offers?

 FUNDING SOURCES AND NEEDS

• In which sector of tourism is public finding most needed?
• In the current crisis situation, should the bulk of public funding be used in

promotion and marketing to get holiday visitors in NI at the expense of capital
spending?

 TRAINING FOR THE INDUSTRY

• Are the Colleges providing the correct level of skilled staff? Is there a close
relationship between colleges and operating establishments?

• Evidence frequently commented on the lack of marketing skills at all levels in
tourism. Is this justified? What measures are in place to tackle this? What is
needed?

It was generally felt at the meeting of the NI tourism industry in Coleraine that NI
has significant potential for attracting higher visitor numbers, and thereby
generating increased employment in the region. One member used the metaphor
of the ‘Skoda’ car to describe the NI tourism product. Many, he claimed, saw NI as
the Skoda of 10/15 years ago….the challenge is to turn NI into the Skoda of
today.

The Oxford Economic Forecasting report (2002) estimates that an increase in
visitor numbers from the current 1.7 million per annum to 3.3 million per annum by
2010 would increase tourism-related employment in Northern Ireland by around
12,800, equivalent to almost 1.7% of current total employment in the region.
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One of the strong messages coming out of the Coleraine meeting was the need to
increase the number of tourism-related jobs in Northern Ireland. However, there
was widespread agreement that the only context in which Northern Ireland could
maximise its tourism potential was one of political stability.

Figure 5

NORTHERN IRELAND TOURISM

Common Issues with Scotland                                 Unique to Northern Ireland
• The issue of access and airlinks are vital to

the industry in Scotland and NI
• Both have been affected by the introduction

of low cost flight carriers
• Marketing of a small country – Do you go it

alone or link with a bigger player?
• Developing market niches
• Quality of service and training is an issue in

both countries – there is an awareness of
the need to improve the profile of tourism as
a career, and help reduce the current high
turnover of staff

• Both are considered to be high cost
destinations

• Both face dilemmas over the best way to
utilise public money

• The internet provides huge potential for
both destinations

• Tourism has been adversely affected by
conflict in NI

• Historically there have been political
tensions in North-South tourism co-
operation

• Accommodation in NI must be certified as
having reached a minimum standard if it is
to legally operate

General cross-border issues, like:
• NI’s adjacency to the EURO-zone
• Different tax regimes
• Different cost of fuel –cheaper in the R.O.I.
• Generally, the R.O.I. is sees as a lower cost

destination

Source: SPICe
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If you have any comments or questions about this Research Note, please contact Ross Burnside
on extension 86231 or Ross.Burnside@scottish.parliament.uk.

Research Notes are compiled for the benefit of Members of Parliament and their personal staff.
Authors are available to discuss the contents of these papers with Members and their staff but
cannot advise members of the general public.




